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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
“The session is not the ludus, it is just a product of it. We have seen that, 
while ludus and narrative are not the same thing, some kinds of ludus (particularly 
the adventure videogame), can produce narrative sequences and, therefore, 
narrative.” (Frasca, 1999) 
 
The quote above was taken from Gonzalo Frasca’s 1999 essay “Ludology meets 
Narratology: Similitude and Differences between (Video)Games and Narrative”, in which he 
explained that a game (ludus) cannot possibly be a story because it features branching 
possibilities, while a story remains a fixed chain of events.  He further clarified that while this is 
true, game sessions, which are instances of a game that have already happened and no longer 
have alternate paths of progression, can be considered narrative.  The adventure game genre, 
which traditionally pays a lot of attention to in-game settings, characters and events, tend to 
generate engaging “narrative sequences” from game-play, exhibiting the narrative nature of 
game sessions. 
  
The idea of game sessions as mentioned by Frasca above, should not be confused with 
the notion of stories told by the game to the player during the course of play, which, as explained 
by Frasca in the quote above, the session is not.  Stories told during gameplay, however, has 
been an issue of heated debate by scholars in several fields, and hence is a subject of significant 
academic study.  Some scholars have argued that stories may just be “uninteresting ornaments or 
gift-wrappings to games” (Eskelinen, 2001) in the ludological analysis of gameplay mechanics, 
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while others have claimed that narratives provide games with “a system of progression (...), a 
reward structure, (...) the regular introduction of new elements”, and offer a “unifying logic” to 
the variety of challenges that players encounter while playing (Klevjer, 2002).  It has also been 
argued that elements making up the story may also act as “placeholder(s) for information about 
the rules of the game” (Juul, 2005).   
 
However, despite the attention showered on game narratives, little consideration has been 
given to the topic of game sessions, which scholars admit to be a narrative product of play.  This 
could be due to the perception that such post-game narratives thrive on the “possibility of a 
diegetic retelling that may never take place” (Klevjer, 2002), and hence are not important enough 
to warrant investigation. 
 
1.1 The Rising Importance of Retelling 
 
The significance of the “diegetic retelling” Klevjer mentioned is growing steadily, and 
constantly augmented by the advent of social networking websites and easily accessible web 
publishing tools such as Youtube and blogs, which facilitates the creation of rich web content by 
the layman.  Powered by these technologies, players are able to broadcast their experiences with 
a game and share that retelling on the internet.  This behaviour may have implications on the 
sales and reception of games because they are primarily “experience goods”, which are defined 
as “goods in which quality is only known to customers when they have actually experienced 
them”, and are unable to be determined “solely from their product or service descriptions” (Chen 
et. al., 2004).  This causes a considerable amount of uncertainty within the consumer before 
committing to a purchase, which can be reduced when they seek out the opinions and 
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experiences posted by other consumers of the product on online forums or comment threads.  
Hence, we can infer the possible influence of player retellings on the purchasing decision of 
consumers. 
 
Another factor that shows the significance of retellings is its viral nature of 
dissemination, which can prove to be a powerful source of word-of-mouth advertising for game 
developers and publishers.  For a concrete example of the reach of such retellings, in 2006, a 
video depicting the hilariously irresponsible actions of Leeroy Jenkins, the avatar of a player in 
Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004), leading to the 
virtual massacre of his entire team in the game, became a viral hit worldwide when it was 
uploaded onto the video sharing site Youtube. The video garnered more than thirteen million 
views at the time of the writing of this thesis, and sparked the creation of Jenkins action figures 
(Toywiz, 2011) and frequent references in mass media (Sterry, 2006; Chamberlain, 2009). 
 
With players playing and investing more resources into persistent multi-player games 
such as Linden Labs’ Second Life and Crowd Control Production’s EVE Online, the need to 
remain informed and updated on the state of the game world becomes increasingly desired.  In 
light of this, virtual journalists reporting events that are happening in virtual worlds has become a 
common sight for larger massively multi-player franchises.  The necessity for such reporting is 
often understated - these kinds of retelling can be crucial, especially when real world currency is 
being invested into virtual property within the game world.  For example, EVE Online (Crowd 
Control Productions, 2003), a game which prides itself over “allowing players to do whatever 
they want within the rules of the game, and to use the Eve universe to explore a whole range of 
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economic and behaviour theories” (Lovell, 2009), was put to the test when the largest alliance 
within the game disintegrated due to the handiwork of a defector. The event caused real world 
damages that were estimated at four thousand five hundred American dollars and several 
fictional “captial ships” in the game, each worth approximately five thousand American dollars, 
effectively destroying “people who have put months or years into the game” (Lovell, 2009). 
Described as a having an effect “never been seen before on such a huge scale” (Brown, 2009), it 
exhibits the extent such player driven events can reach, and the rapidly changing state of such 
virtual worlds, reinforcing the relevance of virtual journalism. 
 
This thesis aims to embark on an exploratory study of the topic of retellings of gameplay, 
probing different theories regarding how the design of games influence and augment the 
subsequent narrated experiences of gamers, and possibly derive ways to improve game design in 
the process.  This thesis builds on the work of ludologists, such as Jesper Juul and Gonzalo 
Frasca, who have developed an analysis and defined the scope of a theoretical range of issues to 
be explored in the field of play studies, differentiating that field initially from that of narratology 
and interactive filmmaking.  Yet we will also draw on the vocabulary of storytelling developed 
in narratology, for our topic is at the crossroads of narratology and game studies.  The thesis will 
then attempt to further explore this topic by doing an ethnographic study of an online gaming 
forum, gathering data that might help us to better understand the relationship between game 
design and retelling. 
 
The scope of this thesis is intentionally wide, so that it may serve as a solid foundation 
for narrowly defined user studies and detailed content analysis, and does in some instances draw 
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on human-computer interaction (HCI) research, such as studies conducted by researcher Dan 
Pinchback.  This paper aims to provide a preliminary overview of the topic and propose the first 
draft of a relationship map between elements of design and effects seen in resultant retellings, so 
that future research into the topic, either theoretical ludological research (game theory) or other 
game studies (HCI, game studies, narratology etc) may build upon it. 
 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
 
The design of games take on two primary paths, that of representation and that of 
gameplay, which combine and produce the final gameplay experience.  The gameplay design of 
a game moulds the experience of gamers by providing challenges or a system of challenges 
players encounter as they proceed through the game, while representational and story design 
determines how those challenges are described and presented to the player.  I believe both of 
these elements of design play an important role in influencing retelling. 
 
I propose to investigate the topic by devoting a chapter of study each to the above-
mentioned elements, looking at how they may possibly affect the retelling of games.  My 
preliminary hypothesis is that the gameplay design of games may be responsible for giving 
players a reason to retell their experiences, either to describe an achievement, or to describe a 
problem encountered with a challenge and seeking help.  Representational or story design of 
games then provide players with nouns and verbs to use in their descriptions, giving names to 
challenges, and metaphors to the pressing of buttons on a keyboard or gamepad.  When utilized 
in combination, players will find reason to talk about their experiences, and be supplied with the 




In the first chapter, I will elaborate on the how the design of game stories and 
representations can influence and shape a user’s description of his or her gameplay experience.  
It is possible that representations featured in games supply the repertoire of vocabulary players 
use during retellings, giving names to challenges and solutions encountered in the game.  We 
will look at this subject by scrutinizing the various categories of representation that make up the 
game - the characters, areas and inanimate objects - and how a believable fictional world created 
by them can assist in an account of a game session.  Metaphors are heavily used to describe 
player interaction with the game, the player believes he can “swing a sword” or “cast a spell” by 
pressing buttons on keyboard or moving a mouse, I will investigate how these metaphors are 
translated to retellings in the following section.  Lastly, I shall investigate the role of game plots 
in retelling - I believe game plots may be essential in helping to structure and sequence retellings 
logically so it would be easier for players to recall and for listeners to comprehend. 
 
In the second chapter, I will examine the effects of gameplay design on the retelling of 
the game.  Gameplay creates the challenges and achievements that will puzzle and reward the 
player, this may in turn create reasons for the player to retell game sessions online in a bid to find 
possible solutions to problems, or to narrate the path taken towards a spectacular victory.  
Therefore, if there are multiple solutions or paths towards victory, the quantity of retellings 
player generated from playing the game should theoretically increase - an investigation of 
linearity in gameplay design is required to explore this.  Linearity in gameplay will be 
deciphered by looking at instances of strategical and skill-based gameplay, the former providing 
multiple routes towards victory and failure, while the latter only offering a binary outcome.  We 
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will also observe different modes of character progression in games, comparing those that offer 
players a choice of upgrades against those that only provide a linear path of progression. 
 
In the final chapter, I will conduct a brief ethnographic study into the retellings of gamers 
within the Left 4 Dead 2 community to examine the effects of the game design on the retellings 
of players.  I will conduct the research by looking at several posts that display one or more of the 
effects outlined in Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis, and analyze them for relationships with the 
design of the game. 
 
Like I have mentioned before, this topic is one that is largely ignored by the academic 
community, but at the same time, proved itself to be one that is significant in our understanding 
of games as scholars and developers.  Detailed retellings offer readers more insight into the 
fiction of the game and how it plays - can games be designed to invoke more comprehensive and 
descriptive retellings from players?  Without further ado, I shall proceed and find out. 
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Chapter 2: Game Story and Retelling 
 
 Understanding the role of storytelling in games is by no means a simple task - it has 
fueled the debate of scholars for years, generating questions such as “Are games stories?” and 
“Can games tell stories?” amongst many others, and still remains an enigma today after a decade 
of research.  While not the subject of our focus for this thesis, we will require a brief 
understanding of storytelling in games to provide a guiding perspective for the issues discussed 
later in this chapter. 
 
A key researcher in this field, ludologist Jesper Juul, believes that narratives exists in 
games when defined as a setting or a fictional world, but not when it assumes the traditional 
meaning of a fixed or predetermined sequence of events (Juul, 2005).  His views are in 
accordance with other ludologists who argue that traditional narratives describe a rigid chain of 
events while games are constructed out of branching possibilities (Juul, 2001; Frasca, 1999, 
Eskelinen, 2001).  Researchers have also found from their work that narratives in games can 
provide benefits to the player, such as a offering a “unifying logic” to gameplay challenges and 
creating useful placeholders of information about the rules of the game (Klevjer, 2002; Juul, 
2005). 
 
However, little effort has been placed in discovering the relationship between a game’s 
narrative and the subsequent retellings players may create based on that game.  What little has 
been written discusses emergent narrative generated from games like The Sims and Everquest, 
which are largely comprised of social interaction between agents in the game, either computer 
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simulated or human, that are not pre-programmed or pre-structured (Jenkins, 2003; Juul, 2005).  
But games that do not have this aspect to them, such as first person shooters Half-Life and Call 
of Duty, are just as often retold on fan forums and blogs, and should be given equal scrutiny. 
 
Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to introduce possible relationships between the 
narrative of a game and its retelling.  The thesis does not claim these relationships to be truths, 
but possible hypotheses formulated from a preliminary observation of blogs, strategy guides, 
forum discussions and other articles retelling games, that seem to reasonably justify the methods 
utilized by gamers to retelling their gaming experience.  The thesis will also use extreme 
examples sourced from a variety of games to provide further clarity to points explained, but these 
examples are not meant to be empirical proof, merely textual “illustrations” to facilitate the 
comprehension of readers, especially those not already familiar with computer games. 
 
2.1 Live Gameplay to Retelling 
 
The influence of a game’s narrative on its retelling seems to be extensive in my initial 
observations, for example, consider this post by a player of the science fiction role-playing game 
Mass Effect (Bioware, 2007), Bhirava, on the community forums of Bioware.com: 
 
“After eden prime, I visited Shai ara, then talked to the council, then went 
and (...) stopped the dispute between the Hanar and the Turian officer, I used the 
Spectre Charm on him. The letters in blue because my character is mostly 




For a bit of background knowledge about the game, it takes place in the year 2183, with 
the player assuming the role of a human soldier named Commander Shepard, exploring space on 
a starship named the SSV Normandy.  Shai ara (actually spelt incorrectly by the author, should 
be Sha’ira) and Septimus are names of characters from the game, Hanar and Turian are fictional 
races of sentient beings, Eden Prime and Choras Den are locations in the game, Spectre Charm is 
a player ability that can influence the outcome of conversations and being paragon in the game 
means your character is more good than evil. 
 
Elements of the narrative within the game being retold can be observed in this retelling, 
quoting character names, events, locations and actions performed in-game.  Because a retelling is 
essentially a product of gameplay, we can reasonably expect inheritance of representations and 
sequence of events from the source material.  However, to truly understand this transference of 
elements from narrative to retelling, we need to break down the process, and investigate the 
possible effects of each aspect of narrative on retelling in more detail.  Ultimately, we’re 
interested in how different games with different narratives can change the way people talk about 
them. 
 
Juul wrote in depth about the intricacies of time in games, he explained that games 
happen in the present, constructing the “story time as synchronous with narrative time and 
reading/viewing time” (Juul, 2001), as opposed to traditional narrative, which depict events that 
have already happened.  Even if we were watching live theatre and the actors were performing in 
front of our eyes at the present, we understand that they are merely acting out events that have 
come to pass.  Alternatively, if we look at games, even if the fictional time within which the 
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game takes place is in the ancient past or far future, the game is happening now, because it would 
be impossible for players to influence events that are past or prior. 
 
Therefore, if we were to retell a game session that has happened before, what we would 
be doing is effectively creating traditional narrative out of gameplay that once happened in the 
present.  As elaborated by several ludologists, gameplay and narrative cannot be studied with the 
same set of parameters, because “the first is a set of possibilities, while the second is a set of 
chained actions” (Frasca, 1999), therefore the transference of “live” gameplay to a retelling 
would involve a conversion from a tree of branching paths into a linear chain of events.  The 




Where there was once divergent paths during gameplay, there remains only one linear 
path in the retelling.  This “linearization” was also discussed in Juul’s earlier work, in which he 
described a similar theoretical process of translating a game into a film.  He mentioned that 
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during the translation, the game entities, characters, environments and events will be transferred 
from the game, but not the branching possibilities experienced by the player while playing, 
which he refers to as “dynamic systems” (Juul, 2001). 
 
Juul’s theory can also be interpreted to mean that when players retell a portion of the 
game, they will use the settings, characters and events provided by the game in their description.  
In the example from Mass Effect shown above, the author of the forum post seems to exhibit this 
behaviour when he makes references to leaving “Eden Prime”, visiting “Septimus” and 
witnessing a “dispute between the Hanar and the Turian officer”.  However, the “dynamic 
systems” of a game, due to their branching and uncertain nature, is likely to be difficult to 
capture in the linear structure of a retelling.  In initial observations of online gaming forums, 
when retelling a point in the game where multiple possible options were presented, players often 
describe the eventual path taken.  In the example from Mass Effect above, this can be observed 
when the author of the forum post mentioned using “Spectre Charm” to resolve the dispute, 
effectively “flattening” the branching tree of possibilities into a linear narrative for audiences 
who remain uninvolved in the decision making process of the player. 
 
This process of conversion from real-time gameplay to linear retelling requires a more 
fine-tuned vocabulary than readily available for further investigation beyond this point.  
Therefore, to allow for detailed understanding of the translation, I propose to break down 
narrative in games into three sub-categories for a more thorough analysis of their roles in the 
retelling of game sessions:  These subcategories are namely:  1) Actors and Settings, 2) Player 




2.2 Actors and Settings 
 
Games commonly create fictional worlds in which players play within and represent 
elements utilized during play (such as the player avatar, the opponents and the equipment) as 
believable entities within that world.  Janet Murray explains that such a method of delivering 
gameplay “orient the interactor and make the action coherent” (Murray, 1999).  These elements 
of telling a story can also be referred to as existents, which narratologist Gerald Prince explains 
to mean “an actor or an item of setting” and that they are “fundamental constituents of the story” 
(Prince, 1987). 
 
 Narrative existents build up the underlying world and fiction of the game, often before 
any form of gameplay has even begun.  It is akin to curtains rising on the stage during a play, and 
the audience is first presented with the static set design prior to any acting performed by actors.  
This is important to retelling of game sessions because, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, 
retellings tend to inherit existents, events and metaphors from the source game, and existents 
supply the settings within which events and metaphors can take place. 
 
 A retelling is essentially a form of narrative, a story about dealing with the “real rules and 
fictional worlds” (Juul, 2005) of a game.  Goldman explains that, to engage audiences during a 
narrative, we need to pique the imagination, because “the reader or observer must imagine that 
certain states of affairs or scenarios (…) are happening or have happened”, while being “partly 
guided by actions and scenes actually perceived” (Goldman, 2006).  When applying the same 
theory to a retelling of a game, it is likely that the audience of a retelling is imagining himself or 
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herself as the player, who in turn is imagining himself or herself as the avatar in the fictional 
setting of the game. Sociologist Roger Caillois calls this process “mimicry” in his book “Man, 
Play and Games”, within which he explained that people enjoy partaking in “an imaginary 
milieu” when engaged in acts of play, temporarily “becoming an illusionary character oneself”, 
because “pleasure lies in being or passing for another” (Caillois, 1961). 
 
If audiences of a retelling are indirectly invited to imagine being in the fictional world of 
the game, it seems reasonable to say that the source game, from which the retelling draws its 
settings and characters from, need to have substantial content to begin with, for the audience to 
be sufficiently engaged.  If, in addition, we also assume that a player always attempts to retell his 
or her experience in the most engaging way possible, we can hypothesize that a source game that 
is lacking in identifiable actors and settings, may result in it being difficult to retell. 
 
To clarify the terms used in my hypothesis, “identifiable actors and settings” refer to 
representations used for objects, characters and locations in the game that the player can 
recognize, either from knowledge acquired outside of the game, or explained within the game.  
Being “difficult to retell” applies to the reteller, who, when seeking to create the most engaging 
retelling of his experience possible, does so with difficulty because of the lack of usable actors 
and settings provided by the game. 
 
For illustration purposes, let’s attempt a comparison between two games, similar in game 
mechanics, but with a considerable difference in recognizable existents: Bejewelled and Puzzle 





Bejewelled (Popcap, 2001) 
 
Bejewelled is a color matching game in which you match like-colored gems on a 
rectangular grid.  It is difficult to construct any convincing setting using the existents provided 
by the game (gems, a glowing grid and abstract extraterrestrial backgrounds), within which 
interesting events and metaphors can be narrated.  When browsing through some retellings of 
Bejewelled, we observed that many retellings use a minimal amount of existents, and appear to 
be more mathematical than narrative.  An except from a strategy guide written for Bejewelled, 














We take a look at another game for comparison - Puzzle Quest: Challenge of the 
Warlords.  Puzzle Quest utilizes a set of rules very similar to Bejewelled, but envelops the 
mechanics of color matching within the representation of a magical battle between two 
combatants.  Matching gems contribute to the accumulation of magical energy, which can then 






A brief survey of retellings of Puzzle Quest lets us learn that a large amount of players 
think about the swapping of gems as “spell casting”, which in turn allow them to attach narrative 
meanings to other features of the game such as four-of-a-kind and wildcards. Here is an excerpt 
from a guide written by a player of the game, Robert Dohner, posted on the website 
GameFAQs.com: 
 
“His spells are all cheap and they destroy Gems of a certain color.  Even 
more so, every time he destroys Gems like that, he gains points in his Spell 
Masteries.  This just makes his equipment even more powerful, because the higher 
his Masteries are, the more powerful his equipment become.  His Crown can 
increase his Battle and Life Points total based on his Air Mastery while his Cloak 




 From a very preliminary observation of the retellings, we see that retellings of Puzzle 
Quest share more resemblance to narrative, when compared to retellings of Bejewelled - it 
features characters, actions and settings that paints a fictional picture in the minds of readers, 
regardless of whether they have played the game before.  Although we cannot ascertain 
specifically which are the factors in game design responsible for this, the initial observations 
does suggest there is a relationship between recognizable existents used in games and the 
resultant retelling’s resemblance to traditional narrative. 
 
2.2.1 Environmental Storytelling 
 
Another way that game existants may possibly influence retellings is when they infer 
events that have happened prior to the player’s presence, which could then seep into retellings 
when players seek to describe a particular action or object within the context of the game’s 
fiction.  Amongst gamers and developers, telling a story via salient existents placed in game 
levels is commonly referred to as a “backstory” or “environmental storytelling”, and is known 
for its ability to convey simple stories without pausing or otherwise disrupting the gameplay.  
Environmental storytelling is also used sparingly because game developers have little control 
over whether players will “necessarily locate or recognize the significance of any given 
element”, due to its open-ended and exploratory nature (Jenkins, 2005).  These items can range 
from level textures (e.g. blood on the walls indicating a fight that happened before) and 
interactive items (e.g. tape recordings that can be played and listened to) to static objects that 
seem out of place or stand out (like a dead body, or a colorful poster).  As such, environmental 
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storytelling is more likely to be used in action games where the rapid succession of events leaves 
little room for traditional storytelling. 
 
One example where environmental storytelling was utilized, would be the action game 
Left 4 Dead, which is a multiplayer first-person shooter where you play as one of four survivors 
of a zombie apocalypse attempting to leave the undead-infested city.  Developer Jaime Sue talks 
about leaving covered corpses around the levels in an attempt to reinforce the premise of a 
zombie apocalypse within the developer commentary that was included in the game: 
 
“By simply covering a body with a blanket or sheet, it becomes really 
obvious that this guy had a buddy, a friend, and when he went down, his friend 
had compassion and covered him up. This also tells a story about the state of the 
world that they wouldn't want to go out and bury the body—they couldn't expose 
themselves to Infected.” 
 
Another action game where we can see a similar story telling technique is in the horror 
game Bioshock, where you play as a plane crash survivor that finds his way into a secret 
underwater city infested with demented citizens and abominations.  Producer Ken Levine talks 
about the philosophy of environmental storytelling that drives the narrative of the game: 
 
“What we realized at some point [the] narrator is not a cutscene, it's not 
live digital characters, it's not lip-synching... it's the world. What is the thing we 
render best in video games? The world, all the benefits of graphics... this 
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incredibly detailed world. What is your player honestly engaged in most of the 
time? Think about most games -- the warehouses, the sewers, the office 
buildings... think about the missed opportunities there, in the primary experience, 
to give the player narrative.” 
 
The effects of environmental storytelling on game retellings may not be as easily 
perceived because, as opposed to existents that directly give narrative meaning to objects in the 
game, environmental storytelling only supplies the chronological context within which events 
and actions are taking place in the game (e.g after a storm, or just before a major battle, etc.).  
Therefore, players who are writing guides or are otherwise interested in mainly the game 
mechanics may not necessarily mention items described in environmental storytelling. 
 
2.2.2. Gameplay Function of Existents 
 
 Retellings are constructed largely based on memory of the game session as recalled by 
the player, therefore it might be interesting to consider factors that may influence and improve 
the recall of existents used within the game.  Researcher Dan Pinchbeck investigated the recall of 
characters and environments presented in first-person shooter games by players and its relation 
to the story presented by the game.  He discovered that the recall of character names were less 
frequent compared to the functions of characters in gameplay, and that the most frequently 





Extrapolating from Pinchbeck’s findings, we can theorize that when characters are tied to 
gameplay objectives that allow their fictional role and function to have an effect on gameplay, it 
facilitates their subsequent recall by players.  These findings coincide with those of Hyde and 
Jenkins, who discovered from their study that during incidental recall, in which the subject is 
“caught unprepared, so-to-speak, and asked to recall events he experienced at some point in 
time”, orienting tasks requiring subjects “to consider the meaning of the words in (...) a list”, 
improved the subject’s subsequent recall, allowing it to be “as extensive and as highly structured 
as the recall of a subject who is instructed to learn the list without performing any orienting 
task.” (Hyde & Jenkins, 1973). 
 
Therefore, if there are characters in a game such as a medical doctor you have to assist on 
the operating table or an artillery officer you have to radio for support fire in a battle, players 
should theoretically remember them better as opposed to a heavily mentioned and central 
character whose fictional role does not affect gameplay.  This seems to be observable in 
Pinchbeck’s work when he mentions that a character that was “visually introduced in the opening 
cutscene and represented by occasional radio contact”, was remembered by only 5 out of 13 
subjects tested, and no one remembered the character’s name. (Pinchbeck, 2008) 
 
Pinchbeck also observed a similar phenomenon with locations and settings, where players 
tend to talk “explicitly about generic game devices” such as darkness, pits, doors and interactive 




2.2.3 Variety of Existents 
 
 Another possible aspect of existents that affects player recall of gameplay is existent 
variety, which might be plausible because a greater variety of existents allow each segment of 
gameplay to be descriptively unique and easily remembered.  Pinchbeck notes a similar finding 
in his work when he mentions that variety of settings encountered in the game Call of Cthulhu: 
Dark Corners of the Earth allowed subjects to tell different areas apart and those tested “found it 
easier to talk about the environments,  perhaps due to the diversity of spaces they encountered” 
(Pinchbeck, 2008). 
 
 An additional effect that might be possible is the ease of referencing - even if players can 
remember their experience, it might be difficult to describe a specific part of the game if most of 
the game use similar existents.  Although players of the same game who share the same spatial 
recall of the game world might be affected less by the lack of unique references, an audience that 
is foreign or relatively new to the game might easily be overwhelmed without a sufficient 
repertoire of identifiable existents to tell different segments of the game apart.  For an illustration 
of this hypothesis, consider this description of an area in the game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 
2 by the website mw2blog.com: 
 
“Three stairways lead up to the second level along with a ladder 
accessible from the base’s south side. You can hold this second level with three 
players if one takes the window facing south to watch the south stairs and ladder, 
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one player watches the northwest stairs and another watches the northeast 
stairs.” 
 
 The example above features massive repeated use of similar existents, such as “ladder” 
and “stairs”, making the guide arguably hard to comprehend for someone new to the game.  As 
an illustrative comparison, consider this second example, taken from a guide of the game 
Counter-Strike: Source found on the website kens.net: 
 
“Bomb site B is easier to protect (for either side that controls it first), 
there are many crates and an elevated platform that looks right into the main 
building. If you're inside the main building, walk don't run. You don't want your 
footsteps to give away your location.  The other entrance to B is a set of double-
doors, you can expect the enemy to be parked behind the door, around the 
abandoned car.” 
 
The second retelling portrays a game environment that has much more variety in 
identifiable existents - an elevated platform, a main building, double doors and an abandoned car 
creates landmarks that players can easily reference and spatially mark locations where actions 




2.3 Player Action 
 
“We move a piece around a board, but this also means invading 
Scandinavia with our troops. We click the keys on the keyboard, but we are also 
moving Lara Croft.” (Juul, 2005) 
 
The above quote was taken from Jesper Juul’s book Half-Real: Games between Real 
Rules and Fictional Worlds and aptly describes the nature of player actions during the course of 
playing a game and the impact of those actions within the fictional world of the game.  The 
player can perform a range of actions afforded to him or her by the game, usually by pressing 
buttons or moving a joystick around on the controlling peripheral used to play.   This button 
pressing is then translated within the game world to fictional actions such as shouting order to 
troops or performing a maneuver with the in-game avatar.  Each time any one of the allowed 
actions is performed, the player selects an option from the many available, and forgoes the rest of 
the choices as opportunity cost.  A linear “path” through the game, created via the performance 
of hundreds or thousands of player actions and decisions during play, will then be the source of 
subsequent retellings the player might tell of his or her experiences.  An alteration of the diagram 






There are two parts to the concept of player actions that can be discussed here: 1) The 
physical action performed by the player and 2) the fictional action performed by the player in-
game.  Our focus for this section and also this chapter will be on the fictional action portion of 
player actions, because it relates closely to our current interest in storytelling; the physical action 
performed by the player during gameplay will be discussed at length in the following chapter. 
 
An interesting question to ask at the beginning would be: Why is there a need to mask 
physical player action with a fictional one?  I would argue that a key reason might be to upkeep 
the mimicry and role-playing in games, which, as mentioned in an earlier section of this chapter, 
is pleasurable for the player, “becoming an illusionary character oneself” and “being or passing 
for another” (Caillois, 1967).  To maintain this pretense, at the points where players are 
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presented with multiple possible paths, choices offered to the player comes masqueraded in-
game as possible maneuvers the player’s character can perform that is in accordance with the 
“unifying logic” provided by the game’s narrative.  For example, in a fantasy game where you 
play as a sorcerer, possible actions when encountering a hostile dragon may be to attack the 
dragon with a spell, or to run away in cowardice, but unlikely to be to initiate combat with a laser 
rifle.  Similarly, in the example of Mass Effect used earlier in this chapter, the author described 
his choice of performing “Spectre Charm” to resolve the quarrel between the two characters from 
the myriad of actions afforded to him at that point in the game. 
 
2.3.1 Simplifying complexity of rules 
 
Another possible rationale for masking player input as fictional actions, is to simplify 
complex game mechanics, using knowledge players already possess prior to playing the game.  
With the advent of computer gaming, the rules that exists within and govern modern games 
begin to incorporate heavy calculations and complicated formulae that capitalize on the 
capabilities of the computer’s central processing unit.  Modern computer games may include 
simulated physics or sophisticated artificial intelligence that use algorithms beyond the 
comprehension of the common gamer.  Hence, it is possible that fictional actions are used to 
mask the player’s input and the computer’s response with representations that are easily 
understood because they draw from common knowledge, so that the player never has to deal 
with the underlying code of the game.  For example, it is simpler to tell a player of any role-
playing game that he or she has attempted to hit an enemy and missed the target, rather than try 
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to explain that the player’s attack bonus was added to a random number picked out of twenty, 
compared against an opponent’s armor class, and was unable to beat it. 
 
This aspect of games is very similar to the concept of interface metaphors used in the 
field of human-computer interaction (HCI).  The theory explains that because humans learn by 
building upon existing knowledge, the use of metaphors in computer interfaces allow for the 
introduction of new ideas by drawing comparison with similar concepts users are already 
familiar with, thus helping them form their mental model of a task and provide shortcuts to 
understanding complex concepts.  Metaphors can also “be used to shape users’ behaviour in 
circumstances that are unfamiliar and that they might otherwise find confusing” (Booth, 1989). 
 
Player actions in games do a similar task, with an additional prerequisite of being 
fictionally compliant with the settings within which the game takes place.  Actions players can 
perform in-game or choices they have to make to progress within the game, are tied to complex 
calculations and algorithms present within the rules of the game such as scoring or simulated 
physics.  However, the players of such games are often blissfully unaware of the internal 
workings of the game, similar to the way a user of a well design computer operating system 
never needs to worry about the computer code involved in metaphorically “copying” a file or 
“clearing the recycle bin”.  Using such metaphorical associations, players are then able to operate 
easily and accurately within computing environments containing an overwhelming amount of 
physics simulation or artificial intelligence, such as flight simulators and real-time strategy 
games, and enjoy the mimicry of piloting a fighter jet or commanding an army of super soldiers 




Returning to the focus of this chapter, what are possible relationships between player 
actions and retellings being told by the player?  If we assume that player actions act as a 
metaphorical interface with which the player interacts with the core rules of the game, the 
average player may hence understand and recall gameplay only at the level of representation 




Arguably, most players will never delve deep enough into the workings of a game to 
understand it on the level of the game’s rules and computer code, with the exception of perhaps 
competitive and advanced players, which is an interesting topic we will discuss later on in this 
section.  With most players, we can argue that their interactions with the game will be 
understood and recalled on the level of “metaphor” in the diagram above, and they may hence 
describe their gaming experience in retellings on that same level.  If this is the case, then the 
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metaphors used when describing actions available to players while playing a game, may directly 
affect retellings because they may be referenced in the retelling. 
 
2.3.2 Over-complication of fictional representation 
 
Interestingly, the opposite may also be possible - when game developers place a large 
focus on the fictional representation, the fiction created to mask underlying rules and code of the 
game, may become more complicated rather than simplified, in an effort to make the fiction 
more interesting.  In such a case, the term “metaphor” as explained earlier no longer holds true 
due to its deviation from simplification and assistance in player understanding. This method of 
dealing with player action is likely to be more common in narrative-heavy titles, such as role 
playing or adventure games, where the focus and entertainment value leans more towards 
narrative depth and a pleasurable suspension of disbelief, rather than game mechanic-based 
challenges. 
 
An example of this phenomenon will be the Final Fantasy series of role-playing video 
games, which are well-known for their narrative-focused approach to game design.  Players 
battle against hostiles in the series by selecting viable actions from a menu that appears when a 
character under their control takes his or her turn.  Turns are determined by meters that fill up 
slowly, when a character’s meter fills completely, he or she takes a turn, after which the meter 
empties completely and the cycle repeats.  The seemingly simple action of selecting a desired 
action from a list of available ones can trigger exceedingly complex maneuvers performed by the 
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character taking the turn or creatures summoned by him or her.  A few of these from Final 
Fantasy VIII are found on the Final Fantasy fansite ffspirit.net and are described below: 
 
“Summon Doomtrain 
The crosslights come down which means a train is coming, in this case a 
Runaway Train. Doomtrain speeds down the tracks and slams into all enemies 
dealing poison damage as well as lowering all the enemies defenses.” 
 
“Electrocute 
Bolts of Lightning rush around Quistis' (a playable character in the game) body 
that strike an enemy dealing thunder damage.” 
 
“Summon Bahamut 
Bahamut tears from the sky and onto the battlefield, fires four beams of energy 
down onto the enemies, followed by a huge blast which engulfs all enemies 
causing non elemental damage.” 
 
Elaborate actions such as those described above are executed simply by highlighting a 
desired action such as “Summon Bahamut” and confirming the selection by pressing a button on 
the control peripheral.  The consequence of the actions, in most cases, also remain relatively 
simple, such as the reduction of an enemy’s health points, therefore exhibiting the above-
mentioned phenomenon of simple rules made complicated by masquerading it as a series of 




In non-computer games such as tabletop roleplaying game Dungeons & Dragons, the 
mechanics of simply beating enemy statistic numbers using dice rolls, can be represented as a 
series of intriguing events happening in the fictional world of the game.  The focus on 
storytelling, which leads to detailed fictional representations of player actions in the world of the 
game, gives a lot of material for use in a retelling of the experience. 
 
 Players of Dungeons & Dragons often retell their game sessions online in forums or blogs 
in the form of a bardic tale recounting the events of the adventure.  These retellings are called 
Story Hours, and are commonly written in the form of an elaborate prose, complete with detailed 
characterization and description of player actions.  Dice rolled by players during the game takes 
on new meaning within the world of the game and eventually make their way into subsequent 
retellings, as can be witnessed in the following excerpts from the story hour, Bad End, within the 
forums of Enworld.com: 
 
“Looking around, they can see only one person (apparently a traveller, 
like themselves) up by the well where the northern track enters the town (if you 
can call it that). This person catches Karls attention because he can tell (rolling a 
13 vs Chivalry) that his horse is a Courser (Medium War Horse), and he has a 




"’Hey, nice armor, stranger!’ He ignores the Elf for a moment, looking at 
his horse "Nice animal, too." Karl tries to see if he can tell how far the beast has 
been ridden, but rolling 83 against Chivalry, fails it.” 
 
“Rolling an 18 against Intellect, Potts-Rye suddenly remembers the 
reactions of this crowd to his antics last night, first claiming to be Kachas Rye, 
then lighting a torch and running for the store.” (Steverooo, 2003) 
 
From this brief examination of retellings, we can see that the descriptions of the gaming 
experience is quite readable, even for someone who may not know the rules of the game.  This 
may be because the detailed fictional representations of simple player actions such as dice rolls, 
can create a very narrative flow of events in players’ minds when subsequent representations are 
put together to form a long chain of linked happenings.  
 
2.3.3 Wearing away the metaphor 
 
 In gaming forums where advanced tactics for games are discussed, some players seem to 
go beyond the layer of metaphor and fiction, and begin to understand his or her interactions with 
the game on the level of the game’s rules and code.  This may be because it allows the advanced 
player to understand, with increased accuracy, the actual effect of every button pressed during 
gameplay, improving the efficiency of his or her interaction with the game and maximizing the 




 Such in-depth understanding of the game rules and code reflect in retellings produced by 
advanced players, especially when the retelling is targeted at players of similar skill levels during 
the sharing of strategies and tactics on dedicated forums.  These advanced retellings often seem 
to be too technical and complex for the casual player or beginners to understand, this is likely to 
be due to most players understanding games on the level of “metaphor”, and not on the level of 
the game’s rules like advanced players. 
 
 For an example of retelling games on the level of rules, let’s take a look at  the fighting 
game Guilty Gear XX #Reload, which is a game that pits 2 characters against each other in a 
melee duel.  Players can move around, jump and duck using the directional buttons, execute 
basic moves such as punch and kick using singular button presses on the joystick or press 
combinations of keys in sequence to execute special moves such as ranged fireball attacks.  Once 
a combatant’s health meter empties, the other combatant is considered the winner of the duel.  
The game features a rich setting of a post-apocalyptic earth taken over by mechanical humanoids 
called “Gears”, as well as detailed playable characters each with a unique background story 
explaining their existence within this fictional world.  As explained earlier, the typical player 
playing this game will understand and retell it on the level of this fictional world and its 
accompanying metaphors for the player’s interaction with it - this can be seen in the following 
excerpt from a review of the game on Gamespot.com: 
 
“In this game, you've got everything from a pirate girl wielding an 
enormous anchor, to a hunched-over white-clad doctor who seems to be wearing 
a brown grocery bag on his head, to a debonair vampire smoking a pipe, to a 
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scantily clad witch wielding an electric guitar, to an androgynous British lad who 
looks and sounds like a lass and fights with a yo-yo.” (Kasavin, 2004) 
 
Advanced players of this game, commonly found in the competitive environment of 
video game arcades or professional tournaments, seem to look beyond the fictional facade that 
the game packages itself in, and break down the mechanics of the game to a point where they 
understand the game in terms of animation frames that last approximately one-twentieth of a 
second in order to increase their chances of beating their next opponent.  These expert players 
typically discuss their strategies in dedicated forums such as Shoryuken.com, some of these 
excerpts are described below: 
 
“It has 7 frames start-up; this can be hit out of.  The super has 
invincibility from like (frame) 8-13...” (posted by kroogy in 2004) 
 
“The FRC is 3 frames later. I usually hit the cancel a split-second later, 
just as I see the projectile start (instead of the instant the sword hits the ground).” 
(posted by TitaniumBeast in 2004) 
 
“The downside to 6P is it's startup. You have something like 6 frames of 
startup before the upper body becomes invulnerable. However, it's a superior 
choice than the 6K because it does not scale damage on you.” (posted by 




 We can see that it is very difficult to understand most of these discussions because it 
presumes in-depth knowledge of the game’s rules and mechanics, and also that there seems to be 
no trace of the fictional world described in the earlier excerpt.  In the examples above, we can 
see the use of some strange abbreviations like “6P” and “6K” - upon some investigation, it seems 
that advanced players also develop an alternate set of terminology independent of the game’s 
original metaphors, to more accurately and efficiently describe complex concepts in textual 





 Using the numerical keypad as a reference, the advanced Guilty Gear player is able to 
describe movement key combinations required in complex strategies by using abbreviations such 
as “6P” (right direction key + “Punch”) and “6K” (right direction key + “Kick”), both of which 
can be observed from Gwyrgyn Blood’s forum post above.  A possible reason for this might be 
that the metaphorical player actions of moving forward, moving backwards, jumping and 
crouching afforded by the directional buttons of the control peripheral has become additional 
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burdens rather than aids when discussing strategies at such an advanced level, hence the usage of 
a more precise terminology. 
 
2.4 Filling gaps in game narrative 
 
In a Dungeons & Dragons game, how is it that a series of dice rolls on a table can be 
interpreted as perceiving something successfully, or remembering an important event that 
happened?  I would argue that the representations in the settings, characters and player actions 
that came before, together with those that are currently being performed creates a fantasy world 
that constantly changes due to player intervention.  I believe that although the events happening 
in the game are spontaneous and not planned like those in a novel or comic strip, representation 
of in-game actions and entities presented to a player in sequence causes him or her to make sense 
of the chain of events that are happening and connect them logically in his or her head into a 
cohesive narrative. 
 
To understand player perception of plot in a game, we may attempt to look at the schema 
theory, which explains that “all human beings possess categorical rules or scripts that they use to 
interpret the world.  New information is processed according to how it fits into these rules, called 
schema.” (Widmayer, 2005).  Using this theory, we can argue that actors, settings and 
metaphorical player actions performed before build the schemata that the player will use to 
interpret the subsequent events that occur.  For example, if a game began in the settings of a 
castle, there are corpses strewn everywhere and your options are to swing your sword or defend 
with your shield, you can easily form a schemata involving a medieval war of sorts in which you 
are a warrior.  Other information fed to you, such as the factions involved in this war or the 
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appearance of a captive princess, will then be added on to parts of this schemata where they fit 
and expand your understanding of the game’s fiction.  Widmayer also considered the reverse: “If 
the waiter in a restaurant, for example, asked you if you would prefer to sing, you may have a 
difficult time interpreting what he was asking and why.” (Ibid).  Similarly, if hideous monsters 
appeared in a cooking game, players will likely be puzzled and confused by the turn of events. 
 
The schema theory also suggests that memory of experiences are “meaning-driven and 
probably represented propositionally, and these networks of propositions are actively constructed 
by the learner” (Ibid).  Applying this theory to games, gameplay experiences may be 
remembered by actively constructing a meaningful representation of the story in our memory, 
and not in the actual order of things happening in the game.  Hence, this may imply that in order 
for players to better remember gameplay and retell it afterwards, the metaphors and 
representations of events happening in the game need to be consistent with the schemata of the 
game that has been built so far, for better understanding and absorption by the player. 
 
The creation of schemata can be further understood by examining hypertext narratives, 
which are stories where fragmented pieces of information are delivered to the reader when he or 
she clicks on textual links that connect separate bodies of text together, similar to the way a 
player of a computer game discovers nuggets of information regarding the fiction of the game 
during gameplay.  The reader of the hypertext novel builds a schemata in his or her head about 
the ongoing fiction - this fiction constantly evolves and becomes increasingly detailed as more 
fragments of text are being read and comprehended using information that has come before.  
Researcher Clara Manichi believes that since hypertext fragments are not “physically contiguous 
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elements”, but rather separate ones that are linked via hypertext, they are in actuality 
juxtapositions, similar to those in film montage, which produces “a connection creating 
meaning”.  Readers formulate explanations where there is none provided, in an attempt to make 
sense of the narrative, and “re-construct a coherent semantic world, starting from fragments” 
(Manichi, 2000) 
 
The idea that a reader (or a player) can construct narrative where it is lacking to 
understand a piece of fragmented fiction is also mentioned in film theory by Sergei Eisenstein in 
his book The Film Sense, where he explains that “the juxtaposition of two separate shots … 
resembles not so much a simple sum as it does a creation” (Eisenstein, 1947).  Eisenstein’s 
theory that the human imagination can fill in the gaps between pieces of provided information, 
forms the basis on which modern film montages are constructed. 
 
Researcher Dan Pinchbeck developed an experimental game named Dear Esther to 
investigate player interpretation of fragmented narrative - the game is played from a first person 
perspective as an explorer who arrives on a deserted island.  As players walk around the island, 
they will trigger and hear audio clips that are randomized from a small selection catered to the 
area they are in, eventually allowing them to form a coherent narrative in their heads from the 
fragmented audio clips and their own imagination.  Pinchbeck explained that “the randomisation 
of the narrative fragments and contradictions coded into the text means a closed reading of the 
events is impossible to ever reach” (Pinchbeck, 2008).  He also noted that while a handful of 
players complained about the lack of action that is typically associated with first-person 
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perspective games, players generally enjoyed “the notion of an unfolding mystery that is never 
solved” (Ibid). 
 
I would argue that most games rely heavily on telling stories to players using fragmented 
pieces of information, because it does not have the power to control the order in which players 
will experience events in the game.  This might mean that, if we apply the theories from the mini 
literature review in this section, most of the storytelling games provide to players is actually 
implied rather than explicit - a dice roll, or a button press, might have different meanings in 
different games depending on what pieces of narrative information came before and after it.  
Specifically how this affects retellings is unknown without further study, but I would argue that a 
relationship certainly exists between player-inferred plot and retellings because the player is 
essentially the author of the retelling and hence it seems reasonable that his or her interpretation 
of the narrative affects the description of it. 
 
2.4.1 Narrative Events 
 
 Game developers often supplement the fiction of their games by adding narrative events, 
commonly known in commercial games as cutscenes, which researcher Rune Klevjer describes 
as “cinematic sequences addressing the reader, putting the player on hold” (Klevjer, 2002) in his 
essay In Defense of Cutscenes.  Typically, cutscenes offer a pause from gameplay, removing 
control of the game from the player, and directing the player’s attention towards a narrative chain 
of events he or she has no control over.  The purpose of the cutscene is to deliver a story in the 
traditional format of a narrative, such as a film or novel, where the writer has complete control 
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over the presentation of elements to the viewer.  This allows the usage of a variety of narrative 
techniques not available via gameplay, such as story twists and dramatic climaxes, while 
forsaking the freedom and agency of the player.  Recent iterations to the cutscene affords more 
control to the player during cutscenes, such as allowing players to retain control of their 
character in games like Half-Life 2 and Batman: Arkham Asylum, and giving players some 
choice during cutscenes in games like Heavy Rain, but the developer motivations remain similar 
to that stated above. 
 
 The player’s understanding of the fiction contributed by narrative events are likely still 
governed by the schemata built by game environments, actors and player actions that have been 
encountered before.  However, during retellings, it seems that players do not usually retell 
narrative events.  This might be due to the reason that any player who has played the game will 
have seen the exact same sequence of events in a cutscene and have little reason to read or hear 
about it again, additionally, players who haven’t played the game before will view such 
descriptions of narrative events as spoilers to their gaming experience.  It seems arguable that 
retold portions of a game will likely be sections of gameplay that are interactive, because those 
are the portions where players can give advice, ask for advice, or boast about a certain 
achievement. 
 
 However, I believe that narrative events do still get retold when players intend to talk 
about their interpretations of the fixed sequences.  Players are likely to inject their opinions and 
thoughts into an otherwise rigid arrangement of events and compare them with that of other 
gamers online in forums and blogs.  For example, on the forums of Final Fantasy Forums, a 
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topic named “Best Moment in FF (Final Fantasy) Ever” garnered many replies, two of which are 
shown below: 
 
“Setzer going down into Daryl's tomb in [Final Fantasy] VI was really 
epic as well, and always sticks in my mind. What he had to go through was really 
staggering, and to see him actually having the visual flashbacks as he descends 
the stairs always makes me cry. I know everyone in the game had something, but 
his devil-may-care attitude in the face of it all has always impressed me; and thus 
to see him so depressed in the Kohlingen bar was extremely intense because it 
showed that even he could be brought down by all that was going on. I think that's 
probably why his story made the most impact on me in the game out of anyone's.” 
(Valvalis, posted in 2011) 
  
“In FF9 [Final Fantasy XI], Freya's flashback of Fratley, followed by her 
bittersweet reunion with the man she loves, only to learn that he has completely 
forgotten his past, including all the memories they had together. Then seeing them 
back together in the ending was especially moving, that despite his memory loss, 
he still fell in love with her all over again.” (Robert_Master, posted in 2011) 
 
The above retellings seem to contain the reteller’s reactions to and interpretations of 
certain fixed narrative events observed during sessions of the games Final Fantasy VI and Final 
Fantasy XI.  The accounts are personalized and two retellings of the same cutscene can be 




2.5 Chapter Conclusion 
 
Although it is difficult to quantify, but there seems to be an apparent relationship between 
game narrative and retelling.  Summarizing the discussion in this chapter, we identified that the 
translation of live gameplay to a retelling of it requires a set of vocabulary for its description - 
this vocabulary is likely to be provided by the game’s story, which represents challenges 
presented to the player via the actors and settings, the actions and the plot.  I will argue that a 
narrative with recognizable existents, intuitive metaphors and an easily inferred plot will ease the 
player’s attempt at retelling it, by providing sufficient amounts of the said vocabulary. 
 
I would like to suggest that different categories of narrative representations used in 
games, are applicable for describing different parts of the game, for instance, using player action 
metaphors to describe a decision made in the game, or using existents to describe an area in the 
game world.  However, further research needs to be done to explore the relationship between 
topics of discussions in forums and the types of representations that appear within those 
discussions.  A discussion about strategy and tactics might likely use more player action 
metaphors and probably a lot less existents and plot references, alternatively, a guide to a role 
playing game will likely describe areas and actors in more detail.  However, without an actual 
study, we cannot be certain of these hypotheses.  Therefore, in the chapters that follow, I will 




Chapter 3: Gameplay Motivations for Retellings 
 
 Having discussed the possible effects of a game’s fiction on retellings, we now new look 
at possible factors that can motivate a player to retell his or her experiences after a game session.  
When talking about motivation, this thesis excludes external factors outside of the game’s design 
that may affect the player’s desire to retell in-game experiences, such as journalistic writing on 
gaming website as part of job requirements, or the use of technological aids that may make 
retelling easier such as video capturing devices.  Rather, we seek to devote our attention to 
factors originating from within the game and gamer communities to better understand game 
design in detail. 
 
 For an overview of the subject, we first take a look at some literature pertaining to what 
motivates people to partake in online communities.  McLure Wasko and Faraj conducted a study 
that evaluated participants of online communities on their motivations for involvement, and 
discovered that people participated in virtual communities “out of community interest, 
generalized reciprocity and prosocial behavior”.  A large number of individuals evaluated 
expressed an interest in “useful information and expertise, answers to specific questions, and 
personal gain”, indicating that online communities are a source of help for problems and 
challenges faced elsewhere.  A smaller proportion of participants in the study revealed that they 
believe “participation in the community is challenging, helps to refine their thinking, and 
contributes to the development of new insights”, exhibiting an interest in unique opinions and 
experiences contributed by other participants of the online community, and at the same time also 
because “it makes [participants] feel confident in their expertise, and they get the chance to 
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show-off”.  The majority of users surveyed in the study described their intentions as purely 
professional, “to exchange knowledge pertaining to practice, and that they value the exchange of 
practice related knowledge within a community of like minded members” (McLure Wasko & 
Faraj, 2000). 
 
 A similar study conducted by Lampel and Bhalla claims that participation in online 
communities also stems from the pleasures of status-seeking.  The authors explained that 
contribution on an online forum or community is akin to gift giving, where the giver expects no 
form of tangible repayment from the recipient, but perform such actions in pursuit of status 
among friends (Lampel & Bhalla., 2007; Sherry, 1983).  This acquired status then generates an 
“ego reward” for the participant, which the authors define as “a valuable emotional good that 
individuals accumulate as a result of acquired status” (Lampel & Bhalla, 2007). 
 
 The literature reviewed points towards the general direction of problem solving and 
experience sharing on online forums as the key motivation for members of online communities 
to participate in discussions, which may possibly indicate a similar set of reasons driving player 
involvement in game-related online communities.  This may also suggest that the motivational 
factors of such participation are spurred from points in the game where newer players require 
community assistance and the wisdom of veterans.  If this is the case, such points in a game 
session are likely to be found at the branches discussed in the previous chapter where player 
decisions alter the path of the game, which may then proceed towards a favorable or unfavorable 
result depending on the player’s choices.  Therefore, a player is likely to seek external advice 
from online communities to assist in the achievement of desired outcomes during gameplay.  In 
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 Every branch encountered during gameplay provides an opportunity where the player is 
likely to seek community advisement regarding the optimal choices to be taken.  Arguably, this 
may also mean that a game with more of such branches will potentially create more retellings 
compared to a game with less of them, because of the increased opportunities for players to ask 
for advice and give advice. 
 
3.1 Linearity and Retelling 
 
 A game with less branches is normally described as being more linear compared to games 
with more.  Richard Rouse describes a non-linear game to be one where the design provides 
“choices for the player to make, different paths they can take to get from Point A to Point B, 
from the game’s beginning to its end” (Rouse, 2005).  Therefore, if we assume the possibility of 
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branches in a game facilitating opportunities for retelling, it would then mean that a less linear 
game would likely be more conducive to retelling compared one that is more linear. 
 
 To investigate the relationship between linearity and retelling, we look at retellings 
generated at branches of gameplay, to explore how a game’s non-linearity influences player 
motivation to retell experiences.  To do this, let’s examine the game Resident Evil 5.  Resident 
Evil is a series of survival horror games developed by Japanese developer Capcom in 2009, 
players are presented with challenges of varying degrees of linearity, some of which afforded 
players multiple possible solutions to a problem, while others only had a single viable route to 
favorable results.  To illustrate the former, let’s take a look at two examples from gaming forums 
that discusses these non-linear challenges. 
 
The game featured a difficult boss fight where the player had to face a chainsaw wielding 
monstrosity within close quarters, a player named connorsmith asked for help on the community 
forums of website GameSpot.com, posting a topic named “The chainsaw guy and how to defeat 
him?”  There were a number of responses, each describing a unique method of completing the 
challenge presented by the game, some of the replies are quoted below: 
 
“4 - 5 shots are bite size damage to him....Use the red barrels, use the 
electric transformer hanging above the bottom of the staircase, rifle his face, 




“If you're [playing multiplayer] get [the second player] to cover your 
back while you're upstairs, shoot him with the sniper (one shot in the head, 
uppercut, one shot in the head, uppercut) 'till you run out of ammo and repeat 
with the handgun. And if the guy on your back kills everyone get him to help you. 
I've done that randomly on live... Works pretty well.” (posted by mavridik) 
 
“Shoot at him, punch him, shoot at him, punch him some more, throw 
grenades, shoot barrels which hurt him, then shot him and punch him till dead.” 
(posted by FriendlyGamer) 
 
Another question posted by a player named madmark in the same forum, asked for help 
regarding possible strategies that can be utilized to overcome another boss encounter, where the 
player faces a team of two superhuman foes, Jill and Wesker.  The topic, named “How do I beat 
Jill and Wesker?” garnered some replies which are listed below: 
 
“You can knife jill in the face to do little damage, then approach her and 
you can do a special quicktime move, I did it with Sheva and she jumped and 
grabbed jill with her legs by the throat and slammed her into the ground. She was 
incapacitated for about 10 seconds, which I then used to unload on the back of 





“When fighting both Wesker and Jill make sure you have the grenade 
launcher you picked up in the ruins and a one case of acid rounds. For the first 
part, run around like bumbling idiot. If Wesker gets too close, shoot at him with 
the handgun and get away. The main purpose of the running though is to make 
sure Jill doesn't nail you with the machine gun” (posted by Rusty) 
 
“When you get kicked through the door on the right, just run around with 
Sheva up top until you found a treasure chest. Grab the magnum in there for some 
easy rounds. Then just play hide and seek with your radar and Wesker for 7 
minutes. Honestly this is an easy boss fight, you're just trying to fight at the wrong 
time...” (posted by MoleMan) 
 
We can see that there are multiple strategies that can be employed to defeat the enemy, 
each featuring different weapons, approaches and evasion techniques that the player asking the 
question can attempt. 
 
Comparatively linear sections in Resident Evil 5 are typically instances where there are 
scripted sequences or cutscenes that offer players little control in the turn of events.  It is 
important to note that when looking for examples to illustrate these instances in the forums of 
Gamespot.com, where the examples used previously were found, very little worth mentioning 
can be found within recent posts.  Hence, walkthroughs, which are strategy guides that attempt to 
describe the entire process of playing through a game in detail, found elsewhere on the internet 
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are used for illustration purposes below instead.  The following excerpts are retrieved from 
Wikicheats.com and GameFAQs.com: 
 
“...pick up the M92F handgun from the case, then equip it to continue. 
Listen to the dialogue during the next cutscene, after which Reynard exits.” 
(WikiCheats, 2009) 
 
“...grab the green herb and handgun ammo off the table, then enter the 
house to trigger a cutscene. After the scene you'll have a veritable army of 
zombies heading your way.” (Ibid) 
 
“At the end of the path is the butchery, which is your destination. Before 
you get there, you'll see a short cutscene of the area suddenly being abandoned. 
Head inside, and then you'll be told to take the side door.” (DarkBlood999, 2010) 
 
“Go forward, up the stairs, and through the blue door, which will trigger 
a cutscene. You'll be introduced to the main enemy of the game. Take him out and 
head through the next door.” (Ibid) 
 
Although it is not conclusive, but from the examples above, we notice that when players 
retell a portion of the game that contains a cutscene, they tend to simply refer to that section as 
“trigger a cutscene”, without going further and retelling what happened in detail.  We cannot say 
why this occurs without further investigation, but we can make some guesses.  One guess would 
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be that the reteller assumes the reader is a player of the game and has experienced the same 
cutscene, therefore there is little need to retell it.  Another reason might be that, since the 
cutscene is linear and offers no choices for the player to make, the reteller finds little reason to 
include it in a text made with intent for advisement. 
 
Although we cannot be certain without further study, but a preliminary observation of 
gaming forums allow us to see some possible relationships between a game’s linearity and the 
motivation for players to retell parts of the game: In parts of the game that offer players choices, 
players are likely to have more reason to ask questions or offer answers, which may lead to an 
increased likelihood of retelling.  Conversely, in linear portions of gameplay, players may either 
simply ignore these portions or briefly mention them in a few sentences.  Again, these are not 
conclusive results, but merely hypotheses that are formed from a preliminary observation of 
gaming communities. 
 
3.2 Skill versus Strategy 
 
 In this section, we look at the relationship between retelling and whether challenges faced 
in a game are based on player skill or strategy.  For the purposes of this discussion, a skill-based 
challenge is defined as a test of physical aptitude, such as a test of reaction time or hand-eye 
coordination.  Strategy-based challenges are defined as obstacles which are designed to be 
overcome using a logical plan, method or sequence of maneuvers.  Both of these challenges 
occur at the branches of gameplay, and can lead to favorable or unfavorable results depending on 
how the player does in the challenges.  I believe that, by conjecture, a strategy-based challenge is 
likely to afford more options for the player to traverse, as opposed to skill-based challenges, 
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which are commonly straightforward boolean measures of a player’s physical ability.  The 
diagram below illustrates the differences I mentioned: 
 
 
 There are many possible paths towards a favorable or satisfactory result to a challenge in 
strategy-based challenges, as opposed to only one way to achieve such a result in skill-based 
challenges.  Hence, in a strategy based challenge, I believe there could be a larger emphasis on 
player preference in the selection of strategies employed, rather than an absolute superior method 
of overcoming the challenge presented, because of the many paths that can be taken to victory.  
Theoretically, this gives room for discussion and arguments regarding the many different 
strategies that may be employed if faced with a particular challenge within the game.  On the 
other hand, skill-based challenges might give comparatively less fodder for discussions, since 
there seems to be a universal solution to overcome all of them  - practice more.  Hence, I 
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hypothesize that retellings originating from skill-based challenges might tend to be boasting 
matches between veteran players, rather than a typical discussion. 
 
 To better illustrate my thoughts stated above, we take a look at forum posts regarding 
both kinds of challenges faced in a game.  Halo: Reach is a first person shooter game on the 
Xbox 360 video game console where players fight virtual battles in extraterrestrial environments 
against each other using futuristic weaponry.  The game is highly skill-based, requiring a great 
deal of hand-eye coordination and precise button presses on the game controller to achieve 
victory.  On the public forums of the developers’ website at Bungie.net, players discuss all 
aspects of the game.  One such player, wolfhound134, posted a thread boasting that he has the 
skill to defeat anyone on the forums, then later claimed it to be an April’s Fool joke.  However, 
many players still took his post as a challenge of sorts and responded accordingly, some of the 
replies are listed below: 
 
 “1v1 me.” (1v1 is an abbreviation for one versus one, meaning a duel) 
(posted by FastMilk) 
  
“Me too.” (as a reply to the above post, meaning “duel me too”) (posted 
by TP GUNZ MCSASH) 
 




It is also important to note that all the above replies hyperlink to online videos that were 
meant to ridicule the thread starter, which might have showed the community’s distaste of such 
messages.  Although not meant to be conclusive, but preliminary observations of posts regarding 
skill-based topics such as the one exhibited above, seem to often become boasting matches, 
which might possibly result in a low number or views or replies - the thread above received only 
nine replies in a forum where popular topics can accumulate over seven hundred responses.  The 
responses also appear to be much shorter in length and more casually worded, which might 
provide audiences with less information regarding the game and its challenges. 
 
From a very brief overview of the retellings generated from skill-based challenges, they 
also often seem to be written as statements rather than questions.  This might not seem like an 
important point, but literature reviewed has stated the possibility that participants of online 
forums seek to answer questions other members may have in hopes of helping out, accumulating 
favors or acquiring social status amongst the members (McLure Wasko & Faraj, 2000; Lampel 
& Bhalla, 2007). 
 
Portions of Halo: Reach that involved strategy-based challenges that had multiple 
solutions were arguably more debatable, hence in theory, they might possibly promote 
comparatively more discussion on the forums.  A player by the name of FriendlyStu16 posted a 
thread on the developer’s forums asking for advice on strategies that can be utilized on the 
multiplayer level of Paradiso.  His thread, titled “BTB tactics for paradiso?”, where “BTB” is an 





“If a vehicle like a tank is giving your team trouble, jump off the mountain 
and jet pack down to land on top of the tank and board it. They never see me 
coming. Oh and you can get a ghost to the top of the mountain pretty easily. Every 
time I play on Paradiso I try to get a splatter from all the way up there but I am 
yet to be successful.” (posted by GeorgeBaggy) 
 
“My main start is to either get Banshee or to go laser. Basically once the 
party has set up map control my preferred place to kill from is either the 
concussion rifle spawn or the top of their base. I know a lot of people have a bad 
stigma attached to spawn killing but it really is the way to go if you want to win. 
Know the major spawn points and it makes killing a lot easier on foot and in 
vehicles, and also helps pull an objective if you know where the opposition will 
spawn given where your teammates are.” (posted by Tomberry) 
 
“Best tactic I can give you for winning in BTB is use the buddy system. Go 
in with a friend or 2 and just stick together and team dmr people. You will be 
surprised by how well this works. It is just like playing MLG. If you work together 
2 guys can fall just as fast as 1. Another one would be to get sniper, just don't 




“At the beginning, if you have the Banshee, avoid going out there too 
quickly. Wait till the enemy tank is dead then try and take out the enemy Banshee. 
If you live all that, give them hell with Banshee bombs.” (posted by Dark Jackal) 
 
From our brief observation on that thread, it appears that strategical discussions may have 
a higher chance of blossoming into extended debates that seem to be more thought-provoking 
and contain more descriptions of the gameplay.  Methods to overcome strategic challenges are 
also likely to contain complex multi-step procedures, which might possibly promote extended 
retellings with more details because of the complexity involved.  I would argue that strategical 
discussions of gameplay are more likely to be started as queries by less experienced players, 
which might promote additional participation in online communities because contributors feel 
inclined to help out due to community interest, generalized reciprocity, prosocial behavior and 
prospective social status gains, as mentioned earlier.   
 
Since several different strategies can be employed in strategy-based challenges to achieve 
a favourable outcome, I believe it is reasonable to assume that no one contributor can be 
absolutely right or wrong in his or her suggestion, or be evidently superior in advice.  This might 
possibly encourage more community members to participate in the discussion with less fear of 
being ridiculed or “flamed” by other community members, risking a decrease in social status in 
the community.  The analytical nature of strategical discussions could also have a chance at 
extending the life of such debates because contributors are likely to constantly evaluate prior 





To illustrate my thoughts, we take a look at a forum thread posted by Halo: Reach player 
TetrisPhantom, where he posted his strategy for accomplishing a weekly challenge to complete 
the game on the extremely difficult “Legendary, All skulls on” (LASO) difficulty for the reward 
of a substantial amount of in-game credits.  There were several replies to his guide, one of which 
offered an alternative strategy to the one posted, the discussion was edited to exhibit the focus of 
this chapter and displayed below: 
 
“Here's where my friend and I could never get past. If you followed these 
instructions, all that should be left is the two concussion elites. My friend and I 
could not devise a method of luring them out one at a time from the bunker, so we 
resorted to a modified "Leroy Jenkins" approach. The guy with the shield should 
run just ahead of the other guy and lay a shield in the center of four batteries. 
From here, you can split up and tackle different elites, or you can team up on one. 
If you timed it right/were lucky, Jorge may have distracted one of the elites which 
you can then assassinate, or use the opportunity to go after the other.” (Opening 
post, by TetrisPhantom) 
 
“For the last part we got got the energy sword but to take out the two 
other elites, just I went into the lowered middle area, jumped on those crates to 
the upper level, and I went in the back entrance and then my friend lured them 
towards him and then I kept swinging my energy sword at the elites till they 




“That... actually makes sense. whenever we attempted to lure one, the lure 
would end up dead before the other could even close the gap. I suppose if it 
worked for you, it must be possible. whenever we tried the back entrance there 
would be an elite at both doors waiting for us. and it would have taken three 
hours for us too, but we spent 6 hrs on just that last part... maybe I'll try your 
suggestion next time, and if it works i'll replace the other strategy i posted (with 
credit to you for suggesting it of course).” (Reply by TetrisPhantom) 
 
“Sure, thanks :D Glad I could help” (Reply by SkyX2) 
 
To explain some of the game-specific terminology used in the examples above, “elites” 
refer to special foes that are augmented and more of a challenge to defeat than normal enemies, 
while “Leroy Jenkins” refer to a famous internet video where a player of the massively 
multiplayer role-playing game World of Warcraft charged blindly into the enemy horde, causing 
the demise of his entire team.  Here it is used to describe rushing heedlessly into the “two 
concussion elites”. 
 
We cannot arrive at any conclusive results based on such a small sample of forums 
threads observed, but we can vaguely see that the contributors of strategy discussions seem to be 
more likely to build on each other’s posts in strategical discussions, suggesting alternatives, 




3.3 Character Progression 
 
 Although not something that appears in every game, I believe that in games that feature 
it, character progression has, potentially, a very close relationship with retelling.  I would argue 
that this is because it forms a core part of the design in such games and also provides many 
opportunities for every player to have a unique personal experience with the game - in games 
featuring any form of character progression, the player’s character, or avatar, moves through a 
series of changes from the game’s start to its end, resulting in a stronger, and also more 
personalized version of the player character towards the end of the game. 
 
As a character progresses in games, the alterations afforded to the character during each 
stage of progression can be categorized into two major groups - those that offer the player choice 
in the process of augmentation and those that increase abilities of the player character by 
predetermined amounts.  Occasionally, both types of character progressions may be offered in a 
single game, but it is likely the player will be forced to choose one of them, sacrificing the other 
as opportunity cost. 
 
3.3.1 Player-determined Character Progression 
 
An example of player-determined character progression can be observed in the action 
role-playing game Diablo II, in which the player controls a hero seeking to destroy the arch 
demon Diablo, with a variety of medieval weaponry and magic spells at his or her disposal.  
Stages of character progression are measured in units of character levels - the player character 
starts the game at level 1, and by battling foes throughout the game, increases the level count 
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over time to a maximum of 99.  During the transition from one level to the next, the player is 
allowed to determine how he or she wants the character to progress by choosing to upgrade the 
character’s aptitude in melee battle or spell casting.  This system of character progression allows 
players start with similar characters at the first level, but finish the game with significantly 
unique characters at higher levels due to the choices made during the course of character 
progression.  However, by using this system of progression, it is possible to develop a weaker or 
less effective character by an erroneous choice of attributes or spells to acquire. 
 
 




As mentioned in the previous section, when there are multiple routes towards a favorable 
outcome in a game, there is a possibility that discussion and debate occurring as a result of it will 
be more descriptive and of greater length, because the lack of an obvious right answer that any 
one contributor can provide - this may possibly encourage contributors to defend their proposed 
path as the ideal one through logical debate.  A character progression model that offers choice to 
a player during progression, allows for the creation of multiple possible high-level characters that 
differ greatly from each other, yet remain highly effective in the game.  Different routes taken in 
character development, also known as character “builds”, provide a non-linear path towards 
favorable outcomes, similar to the effect of strategic challenges in the previous section.  
Therefore, I would argue that we can expect the form of posts stemming from such character 
progression to be similar to that generated by strategic challenges. 
 
To illustrate my thoughts on player-determined character progression, we look at forum 
posts related to Diablo II.  On the website GamersVault.net, a Diablo II player by the name of 
Worseley posted a guide to an effective build for the Paladin character class which focuses on the 
usage of a special set of paladin abilities called “auras”.  Many other users agreed and disagreed 
with his build, posting their gratitude, suggestions and critiques in the replies.  A few of the posts 
on the thread are included below.  Do note that complete understanding of the terms used in the 
posts will not be necessary and doing so will require in-depth understanding of the terminology 
used in-game which will not be explained in this essay due to their lack of relevance to the topic 
being discussed - the posts are simply quoted to exhibit the length and descriptiveness of posts 




 “Why wouldn’t you suggest using the beloved act 2 holy freeze merc? then 
hook him up with a big stick maybe even an infinity so you could use another aura 
like fanaticism. perhaps it’s because of the low level of conviction it gives you? it 
is still enough to break most immunities though.  Another thing, I’ve heard of a lot 
of auradins using charge as their main attack or not so much attack but means of 
escape and a way to avoid attacks. would you suggest charge as a "main" attack 
or is this just the pvp strategy?” (posted by Creepy Fingers) 
 
 “So you CAN do it with just two items of the same slot then??? If so this 
makes this build A LOT cheaper. This is why I was asking as the way you 
described it Worseley, switching just dream helms around between your merc and 
yourself would do the job. As you said, switching dream helms around between 
your merc and yourself means the holy shock technically never comes off. I 
however did not have the items to test this, and thus why I asked. If you could give 
this a try and let me know if having just dream helms works or not I would greatly 
appreciate it.” (posted by Khemikal) 
 
 Another player by the name of Zoen, posted an alternative build of the Paladin character 
class, which he calls the “Holy Hammerdin”, named after the abilities this particular build 




 “In regards to your merc choice, i thought only hard points give the 
synergy bonus. even if both meditation and your merc's prayer are active, I’m not 
sure if they would synergize with each other.  Any thoughts? if it does work 
though, that would be awesome :)” (posted by sweetish_a) 
 
 “I'm finally starting on this build! So far, I'm at lvl 78 (booooooo) and I've 
got most of that set going already. My hammer damage is still low yet, but 
considering I don't have CTA, Mara's, or Enigma, I think it's just fine.  Also, I was 
thinking that maybe another good alternative for an (amulet) could be Seraph's. 
You lose out on resists, but if the rest of your gear is good that shouldn't be a 
problem, as your resists I imagine would still be either maxed or close to it.” 
(posted by WeWillRise) 
 
 This model of character progression allows many different paths to be taken towards an 
effective character build, resulting in characters that are very different from one another towards 
the end of the game, yet might still remain effective at dispatching foes in-game.  Therefore, 
guides instructing players on how to steer the character progression towards alternative playing 
styles, are easily found in large quantities within online communities. 
 
Although nothing can be proved, we can still make some casual observations from the 
small sample of forum threads shown above.  Discussions occurring from this form of character 
progression may be quite detailed in their description, using concrete terms denoting specific 
existents in the game such as equipment worn by the character.  For example, when the authors 
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of the posts mentioned items such as “Mara’s” (Mara's Kaleidoscope Amulet) and “Enigma” 
(Enigma Rune Word Armor), and spells like “Holy Shock” and “Conviction”, I believe that this 
may be due to the need to give detailed instructions to readers seeking to emulate their strategy.   
 
Contributors to such threads also seem to support their suggestions with logical 
reasoning, stating advantages of their suggestions, such as a suggested ability choice being a 
“means of escape and a way to avoid attacks”, and identifying potential flaws of it, such as the 
possibility that an adopter of their tactics will “lose out on resist” (referring to “spell resistance”, 
which is an attribute that protects the player from enemy spells), as well as why their suggestion 
is a viable alternative, such as being “A LOT cheaper” in cost to achieve compared to the 
strategy in the opening post. 
 
 (more descriptive and concrete, with arguments that appeal to the readers’ logic through 
rational reasoning.  Posts are also deliberately constructive, building upon the replies of previous 
discussants and offering suggestions and critique with explanations.) 
 
3.3.2 Predetermined Character Progression 
 
Predetermined character progression is a model of character progression in which the 
player character is upgraded by an amount predetermined by the developers, which undoubtedly 
makes the character more powerful, but does not offer any choice in the progression to the 
player.  An example of such a character progression can be seen in the role playing series Final 
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Fantasy, which features a progression system that upgrades a player character after a number of 
battles, but does not allow them to control which augmentations their character receives. 
 
Since there are no choices for the player to make during the advancement to subsequent 
character levels, no opportunity cost will be incurred with each increase in level - therefore 
making it advisable to gain as many character levels as possible with little to no drawbacks.  A 
forum post on the forums of Gamespot.com asks whether it would be advisable for his character 
in Final Fantasy VII to take on one of the hardest bosses in the game at his character level.  A 
few of the replies are shown below: 
 
“im lvl 56 on all my party... just went to cosmo and got bahamut zero....” 
(original post  by kobivr) 
 
“... I beat Ultimate Weapon at level 46. It's really not all that hard, just 
use your best summons/enemy skills/ultima and he runs pretty quick.” (posted by 
SPARTAN_Chaos) 
 
“Lol so easy to win with Venus Gospel and The Conformer.” (posted by 
Ark Thompson) 
 
Another forum post on the same community asks what would be a “comfortable level” to 




“So I'm just entering Northern Cave right now, but I'd like to know what's 
a comfortable level to fight the final boss at?  My current party is Cloud, level 52. 
Tifa, level 51. And Barrett, level 52.” (original post by Onikazejin) 
 
“Average level for first time players is around 60. So, you're doing fine. 
You'll probably gain a few levels on your way to the final boss, anyway.” (posted 
by Senta) 
 
“First time for me, which was years ago, I had to be at lv 65 to beat him, 
now I'm more of a experienced RPG gamer, I had no problem with him at (level) 
43, while using Cid and Vincent and having cloud and cids final weapons with no 
(level) 4 limit break, or any of the powerful summons, besides Bahamut ZERO.” 
(posted by jahsprayer420) 
 
“I beat the game my first time at level 52 on Cloud with my party members 
all just at 50 or 51 too.  You should be good where you're at now. Just stock up on 
some elixirs / turbo ethers.” (posted by Austin_4e) 
 
Noting some preliminary observations of the above examples, a developer predetermined 
character progression system seem to generate discussions that are abrupt and possibly less 
detailed and descriptive.  This could possibly be because there are few routes possible towards 
different outcomes in the game, and hence discussions tend to be straightforward questions and 
answer sessions.  For example, in the discussion above regarding a “comfortable” character level 
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required to take on a boss, I believe that most players would advise, with little need for 
discussion, to attempt the fight at as high a level as possible for a successful result.  Hence, the 
discussion seemed to have altered their focus to discuss the minimum level required to take on 
the boss instead. 
 
Although we cannot prove this without further study, but it appears as if the contributors 
of topics generated from developer predetermined progression, do not seem to support their 
arguments with logical reasoning, unlike those generated from player determined progression.  It 
is not evidently apparent why this happens, but I believe it might be due to the unspoken 
assumption that more character levels are better, hence arguing for a higher character level does 
not require much justification.  
 
Interestingly, when arguing for a lower character level, which arguably makes the boss 
fight harder because the player character is weaker, made contributors delve into  strategic 
discussions, giving additional advice to the player on methods to supplement their low character 
level, such as suggesting additional equipment like “elixirs / turbo ethers” and “having cloud and 
cids final weapons”.  This creates debate similar to those discussed above for player determined 
progression, and those of strategic discussions described in the previous section.  Actual 
discussion regarding the character levels were very rare in the forums surveyed for this thesis, 
very likely due to the fact explained above, that they were indisputable linear upgrades to the 




However, during the brief survey of forum discussions conducted, I observed some 
discussions on methods to gain as many character levels as possible in the shortest time.  These 
discussions tend to be similar to strategic discussions, due to the multiple methods possible to 
quickly increase character levels in the game.  Although such discussions are inherently about 
character levels, it is important to note that they are not debates about how many character levels 
are ideal, but rather discussions about the strategic challenge of efficiently gaining character 
levels. 
 
3.4 Player Opinions of Linear Portions of Gameplay 
 
 In previous chapters and sections, we have repeatedly attributed retelling to portions of 
gameplay that require player choice and decisions, which lends itself to opportunities where the 
player may seek or give advice in forums and other digital communities, hence promote retelling 
of their gameplay experiences.  However, there may be one exception that is possible - players 
may also possibly retell their experiences in online communities when they seek to express their 
thoughts and opinions about a portion of their gaming session, regardless of the linearity of it.  
When players play a game, the different routes they take through the game from its start to its 
end contribute to a considerable portion of their unique experience with the game, however, even 
when two player take the exact same route through the game, their experiences might still be 
different due to the different ways the two individuals perceive the same chain of events. 
 
 This is explored in James Phelan’s book Experiencing Fiction, where he looks into the 
rhetorical theory of narrative and argues that although two people may read the same book, their 
experiences of the same narrative may be different as they “respond intellectually, emotionally, 
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ethically (and) aesthetically” to the same text in unique ways.  Phelan explains that the “concept 
of the flesh-and-blood reader allows the rhetorical approach to recognize that differences among 
individual readers can lead to their different responses and interpretations” of the same story.  
However, authors often try to overcome this by writing in a way that guides the many different 
and unique readers of their narrative towards a few important shared experiences, such as a 
common hatred for the villain (Phelan, 1951). 
 
 Eames often employ similar writing techniques in the authorship of their fiction, which 
generates a combination of authored experiences and personal opinions within players after a 
gaming session.  This is likely to be especially evident when looking at games with particularly 
strong fiction such as the Final Fantasy and Call of Duty series, where the existence of complex 
in-game characters and scenarios that players interact with or experience evokes strong 
emotional responses within them during and after play. 
 
Drawing an example from one installment of the Call of Duty series, Call of Duty: 
Modern Warfare 2, the player is put in the shoes of a United States government operative who is 
working undercover in a terrorist cell.  One of the missions in the game involved walking into a 
civilian airport and performing a massacre of everyone within it using a machine gun while the 
unarmed civilians screamed and ran in fear.  There was little to nothing the player can do to 
change the course of the game during this scene, and the only way to complete the mission was 
to mow through the crowd of civilians and reach the opposite end of the airport.  However, this 
linear portion of the game triggered a vast amount of retelling in websites and online forums, 




In the forums of g4tv.com, members of the community discussed the scene heatedly on a 
thread named “Sessler's Soapbox: The Modern Warfare 2 Airport Scene”.  Some of the posts in 
the discussion are quoted below: 
 
“When I realized that basically the whole reason for you being there was 
for you to prove yourself to Makarov {did I spell that right?} I opened fire. 
However after about 2 minutes I started to feel terrible. It actually got to me, 
because the scene is played out so horribly well. From the civilians carrying 
wounded away, security guards not firing till they had a clear shot, the sound of 
people sobbing in fear, it all fits together perfectly.” (posted by Hellwarden) 
 
“I thought it was pretty funny.  But I'm not as 1st person as some of you 
guys. I don't think of it as a simulation, just as a video game, so I really didn't feel 
any remorse or anything...” (posted by JPjuice23) 
 
“Before I actually played the game and just saw it out of context, I thought 
it was just senseless violence. But after I actually played the game, I realized that 
it is a pivotal plot moment. Everyone should see it for what it was intended to do. 
It was supposed to make the player feel uncomfortable and disgusted. In war 
people do horrible things and one of the intentions of the scene is to show the 




“I kinda have mixed feelings on this as well. I mean the level was very 
brutal in those few minutes when you first start to mow down civilians, It was 
really graphic. Then again its still just a game and not to be taken seriously. The 
level made sense with the story in the end.” (posted by mybro92) 
 
Although the players encountered a similar sequence with little to no control over the 
outcome, they still managed to arrive at different conclusions regarding their experiences.  The 
core discussion in the above excerpts seem to revolve around the moral reaction of players to the 
violence, some of whom “started to feel terrible” minutes into the sequence, and others who 
“didn’t feel remorse or anything” due to the fact that he or she remained aware of the scene being 
a mere work of fiction.  But in later parts of the discussion, the arguments shifted a little to focus 
on the narrative objective of the designer, what the scene was “intended to do”, which harkens 
back to Phelan’s point of the author deliberately guiding the player towards a certain common 
experience of a piece of fiction. 
 
This form of retelling also often manifests itself when players talk about their overall 
experience of a game, and not only of a specific linear portion.  We can observe this in forums 
dedicated to a single game or series where players who are familiar with the fiction of the game 
gather to discuss both mechanical and fictional portions of the game.  One such forum is the 
Final Fantasy Forums (http://www.finalfantasyforums.net), where fans of the Final Fantasy 
series of games gather to participate in discussions related to the series, and many of the above-
mentioned discussions can be found.  A large number of topics, especially of older titles in the 
Final Fantasy series, contain thoughts and opinions of players regarding the fiction and 
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characters from the games, such as discussions regarding relationships between characters, 
criticism of characters’ behaviour, and sympathy for the villain.  This could be because for older 
titles, many detailed guides and walkthroughs already exist as web pages elsewhere on the 
internet, reducing the reliance on online communities to be a source of information regarding 
advice on how to beat the game, hence diverting the attention of the community towards the 
fiction of the game. 
 
One such example found on the site discusses the main character of the seventh 
installment of the Final Fantasy series, Cloud Strife.  The topic focused on the character’s 
generally depressive outlook and mannerisms, and whether such a personality was warranted for 
or appreciated by fans of the game.  The topic, titled “Cloud is an Emo”, found on the forums of 
finalfantasyforums.net, garnered several replies, some of them are quoted below for reference: 
 
“I don't think Cloud is an emo at all, not even in AC (sometimes I joke that 
he is though, just for fun)  I think he's just a sad guy. He's had so much shit 
happen to him, its not like he's going to wake up and suddenly feel good about the 
world. AC happened after all the bad stuff in FFVII so he's gone through all of 
that and I guess it's still affecting him.” (posted by o0PinkSquid0o.  “AC” refers 
to the film sequel to the game, “Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children”) 
 
“Yeah, Cloud was fairly emo in the movie; as evidenced by the fact that he 
was incredibly depressed, guilt-stricken and suicidal. (Not wanting nor bothering 
to find a cure for the geostigma was the indicator that he was suicidal -- he 
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wanted to die.) But then he got better.” (Posted by Dragon Mage.  The 
“Geostigma” refers to an illness the main character contracted during the course 
of the game, which is potentially fatal.) 
 
“While Cloud is cold and distant towards some (another characteristic of 
the Emo) he is by no means emo. Emos seem to be depressed over nothing and be 
melodramatic about it simultaneously, and while Cloud (in AC more than any of 
his other appearances) is sort of depressive, he certainly has good reason.” 
(posted by DeusExLumina) 
 
Final Fantasy VII (Final Fantasy 7), the game in question in the above quotes, is a 
roleplaying game where player plays a hero named Cloud Strife, attempting to save the world 
from an impending disaster at the hands of a genocidal villain named Sephiroth.  Note that none 
of the above quotes mentioned the divergent paths mentioned in the previous chapters, or 
discussed the mechanics of playing the game.  The participants instead argued about the fiction 
of the game and debated the cause of the character’s depressive personality, attributing it to 
possibly “all the bad stuff in FFVII” that happened to him, or just him being “depressed over 
nothing” and “melodramatic about it”. 
 
3.5 Chapter Conclusion 
 
From this brief survey of online forums, we can gather a few possible relationships 
between game mechanics and retelling.  Although we cannot claim that any of these results are 
conclusive without further study, we can see some general trends becoming apparent during our 
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casual observation of discussions: branches of gameplay are likely to create moments of 
challenge, where players may need to seek help from game communities or guide other players 
in overcoming it.  Hence, I would argue that a less linear game, which has more of such 
branches, will likely encourage more retelling. 
 
 Furthermore, at these branches of gameplay, a player is likely to encounter two categories 
of challenges: strategic and skill challenges.  Strategic challenges often have several options 
towards a successful outcome available to the player, and might be likely to encourage more 
discussion and debate as players attempt to argue and defend their strategies, because there is no 
one right answer.  Skill challenges test the physical abilities of a player such as reflexes or hand-
eye coordination, which have arguably less routes towards different outcomes, and might offer 
less fodder for discussion. 
 
In summary, my overall argument would be that more branches in gameplay garner more 
retelling, and if those branches feature challenges that are strategic, there exists a chance that 
even more retelling would be generated as there are several routes towards different outcomes in 
such challenges, which infers that there are “sub-branches” if you will, within those challenges.  
If the structure of the game features a progression system, my argument is similar - the more 
choices given to the player, the more likely that an increased amount of retelling would be 
generated.  Of course, it is important to remember that these are all unproven ideas from a 




I believe that gameplay design instigates retelling by providing challenges that fuel 
discussions and articles on the internet, but to understand how this happens in more detail, 
further research has to be conducted to examine the process of translation from game challenge 
to online discussion (i.e. what happens between playing a game and writing about it online).  A 
possible way to investigate this is to look at the opening posts of online forums discussions, 
because that is the most visible point of translation between game mechanics and retelling.  I will 
attempt this investigation in the following chapter of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4: Ethnographic Study of Left 4 Dead Forums 
 
 Although my analysis of gaming forums thus far has provided some insight on how game 
design and narrative can affect retellings, in this chapter I will go into further depth on some of 
the questions that were raised.  One such question was the relationship between the topics of the 
forum discussion and the representations used within it.  I am also interested in how discussions, 
encouraged by different kinds of challenges in games, start in online forums.  In this chapter I 




I will attempt to shed some light on these questions in this chapter, where we will 
conduct an ethnographic study on the forums of left4deadforums.com.  Ethnography is a method 
in which ethnographers “observe, ask questions, have conversations, make notes, read signs and 
spend time with those conducting the business they wish to understand” (Pickens, 2009).  The 
method of ethnography is chosen so as to allow subjects to retell portions of gameplay purely of 
their own free will, with as little prompting from the researcher as possible - this is to ensure that 
we get an accurate idea of how gameplay encourages retelling.  Ethnography allows us to 
observe the interaction of gamers without alerting them to our presence, a method that is made 
even more effective in the digital medium. 
 
Ethnographic studies of online forums are part of a new branch of ethnography known as 
digital, or virtual ethnography.  For example, researcher Shoshana Magnet conducted a digital 
ethnography to investigate feminism on the website suicidegirls.com.  The author analyzes 
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thread responses on the forums of the website qualitatively to draw conclusions and hypotheses, 
quoting posts from the community to illustrate and support her arguments. (Magnet, 2007).  
Another example of online ethnography using forums would be the study conducted by Jorgen 
Skageby in an attempt to use blogs, forums and other social media to study the use of the iPad.  
The author uses a similar method of analyzing forums posts, and quoting them to support 
arguments.  (Skageby, 2011) 
 
This method of analyzing posts on online forums for use in ethnography is known as 
“document collection”.  The three most prevalent data collection methods used in online 
ethnography are (1) document collection, (2) online observation, and (3) online interviews 
(Skageby, 2009).  When the method of “document collection” is used, it is commonly due to the 
large availability of detailed data that can be gathered from the chosen discussion forum. 
(Skageby, 2011) 
 
Document collection is defined by the gathering of archived discussions between 
members of an online community.  Typically, the data is retrieved from asynchronous forms of 
textual communication such as discussion forums, blogs, or mailing lists.  In more recent times, 
audio, pictures and video are occasionally mixed with text during discussion. (Ibid) The benefits 
of this ‘‘rich communication” to the methodology, supported by many social networking sites, 
are acknowledged by Murthy, who explains that ‘‘when conducted alongside other data (e.g. 
interviews), the sites can provide unique in-depth autobiographical accounts of scenes and 
respondents.’’  Varied types of structural and contextual data might also be retrieved via media 




The methodology used in this chapter will be document collection in discussion forums.  




An online forum is website where registered members can engage in asynchronous 
textual discussions.  It facilitates the posting of messages (or ‘‘posts’’) that become visible to 
other members of the same forum. Most forums are accessible to the public, but some can also 
require registration or be only accessible to a particular group of users. The key purpose of the 
online forum is to facilitate the creation, categorization and management of user-generated 
content.  Within the forum structure, there may be smaller topic-specific sections called 





A thread (also known as a ‘‘topic’’) is a collection of posts written as replies to the topic.  




A post is a message submitted to a thread in reply to that thread’s topic.  It contains some 
information about the user (such as a username), and the date when it was posted.  




Literature reviewed explains that document collection commonly takes two forms: 
targeted or distributed.  Targeted document collection is described as one selects a particular 
forum due to its specific relevance to answering the research question (e.g. topical or 
demographical relevance).  In this case, the key task in document collection is identifying 
relevant discussion threads or posts and analyzing these.   If the research question is “limited in 
scope in relation to the overall topic of the forum”, the author may choose to utilize search 
functions included within the target forum, but “a final relevance judgment must be made at 
human discretion”.  (Skageby, 2011) 
 
In the case of distributed document collection, more than one forum is used in the search 
for relevant discussions, some of which may not be forums specific to the topic being researched.  
This method may be carried out using general-purpose search engines, such as Google, or 
specialized search engines such as Boardreader or Omgili.  This method relies a lot more on 
technology, but also casts a wider net in search of data. (Ibid) 
 
Targeted document collection assumes that limiting the study to only one forum will still 
generate exemplary data that is relevant to other similar forums about the same game, thus this 
study will attempt to use targeted document collection to study the forums of 
left4deadforums.com.  In addition, we aim to keep the game retold a constant because (1) my 
hypothesis alleges that structural factors of the game itself influence retelling and (2) varying 
factors between different games might affect the results, such as the age group of gamers, size of 
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game display, differences in control peripherals required to play, and other elements of the game 
that are outside of the scope of this thesis. 
 
It is important to note that all posts referenced are openly available in the public domain, 
and no interaction whatsoever has been made with any member of left4deadforums.com by the 
researcher.  Users use fictional (or assumed by the public to be fictional) names, and hence 
cannot be traced back to any person in the real world.  The author uses the contents of the post 
only to comment upon the design of games and hence this work cannot foreseeably affect any 
member of the forum being analyzed. 
 
4.2 The Study 
 
I shall begin with a brief explanation of the game in question: Left 4 Dead is a first-
person shooter released in 2008 that pits 4 players against an endless horde of undead while 
getting from the starting point in a game level to the end.  The game focuses on teamwork 
between the players and also features a competitive game mode where 2 teams of players take 
turns to be the undead that impede the progress of the other team. 
 
The forum where this study takes place is one that is dedicated to the game Left 4 Dead.  
It has several sections which categorizes the discussions that take place within it, such as an 
information section where players can post news about latest game updates, and a section where 
players can complain and warn others about programming errors and problems they have 
discovered within the game.  There are also sections specific to game modes the game present, 
such as “Versus Mode”, which is the competitive game mode described above where 2 teams of 
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players vie for supremacy, and “Survival Mode”, where players attempt to stay alive for as long 
as possible against a never-ending onslaught of undead. 
 
A forum dedicated to Left 4 Dead was chosen because the game features a multitude of 
game modes that allows the data for nearly all aspects of game design mentioned in this thesis to 
be gathered - the game tests both the strategy and skill of the player, has a gripping storyline that 
explains the journey of the players through the undead infested wasteland and it has a interesting 
mix of linear and nonlinear portions. 
 
The research questions I am interested in, when looking at this forum, are: (1) How are 
discussions encouraged by different kinds of challenges in games started in online forums? And 
(2), what is the relationship between the topics of the forum discussion and the representations 
used within it? 
 
The study of the Left 4 Dead forums found that topics generally fell within four major 
categories that are meaningful to our investigation, these categories are topics that (1) deal with 
game mechanics, (2) deal with representations, (3) deal with player behaviors and (4) topics 
outside the game that are inspired by it.  Topics that deal with game mechanics are those that 
discuss strategies to play the game, opinions about particular features of the game, or glitches 
and programming errors that appear during a previous session.  Topics that deal with the 
representations talk about player opinions about characters that appear in the game and the 
fictional settings that players play the game in.  Topics about player behavior deal with 
discussions regarding player preferences or a peculiar behaviour of a player or players 
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encountered during a previous session.  Lastly, topics outside of the game that are inspired by it, 
is a broad category that includes posts that talk about a wide variety of subjects with reference to 
the game, such as “what if” scenarios and real people that resemble characters in the game. 
 
4.3 Research Question 1: Starting Discussions 
 
 We are interested in how discussions are started because it can potentially shed some 
light on how gameplay encourages retellings, what kinds of gameplay triggers what kinds of 
retellings and how challenges in the game are translated to discussions.  To investigate this 
research question, we primarily look at the category of topics that deal with game mechanics 
mentioned above, within which are topics that deal with effective methods to play the game.  
This category also includes topics that discusses interesting programming errors (also known as 
glitches) and features found in the game, because of their influence on the rules and mechanics 
of the game - they affect how the player strategize and overcome obstacles in the game, using 
glitches or features of the game to their advantage to progress or win the game, or avoiding them 
intentionally. 
 
 When topics that deal with effective ways of playing the game are discussed, a large 
number of threads observed within this category are started by two main methods: (1) A question 
from a newer or less experienced gamer to the veteran members of the forum and (2) a statement 
that provokes the response of gamers who either support or disagree with the suggestion.  Skill 
based challenges are typically started via the second method, with one member of the forum 
claiming an achievement or a collection of achievements obtained, while  strategy based 




4.3.1 Discussions of Skill-based Challenges 
 
 In this subsection we look at how skill-based challenges in Left 4 Dead spark discussions 
in forums and how those discussions typically begin.  Discussion of skill-based challenges seem 
to commonly begin with someone claiming an achievement or observation that relies on a 
physical skill such as good hand-eye coordination or reflexes, and cannot be instructed via 
textual description, unlike strategic challenges.  As such, these claims are unable to be supported 
by verbal justification.  One example would be when a player claims to have won several one-
on-one duels in the game, he started his thread with the following post: 
 
“I played my one friend in it once when he got too cocky. I waxed him up.  
I played another person in it before, he quit midway through the second map.  
Those are the only two times I've done it. I tried playing this one dude before who 
is extremely good on my friends list but always plays with the same team (and 
they beat my team cleanly, but no one on my team plays nearly as much as I 
have). But he shied away and said maybe one day. He might actually be able to 
beat me.  It's not perfect, but it's not a bad way of proving who is better imo.” 
  
 The thread begins with the thread starter stating that he played one-on-one matches twice 
and in both times “waxed” his opponents up, meaning he defeated them, and there was one other 
player who rejected his challenge.  Another one of such posts starts by claiming that there is a 




 “Since Halo and COD BO have come out the general community of L4D2 
has been condensed, and therefore the general skill level has heightened. I do not 
find it as easy as before to join a lobby and win a game with just my presence 
and/or someone else very good's presence alone. Now, in a lobby, you'll typically 
need at least two, and often three other good players to win a game.  I attribute 
this to the proliferation of COD and Halo users. I am not mad or saddened by 
this, but I did feel the need to simply point it out.  New VS users will have a much 
harder time nowadays than I did 8 months or so ago.” 
 
 “Halo” and “COD BO” are other games with similar gameplay, the author of the above 
post claims the release of these games have improved player skill in public servers of Left 4 
Dead in general.  These opening posts are observed to commonly attract members of the forum 
to partake in the discussion by replying to the post claiming similar achievement and 
observations, or disagreeing with the opening post. 
 
 For example, in response to the opening post of one-on-one battles, participants talked 
about their one-on-one battle victories, posting replies such as this one shown below: 
 
 “I did it a couple times, when a kid begged me. I started to wax him good, 
and he ragequit. Said somethng about his internet dropping and proceeded to beg 




“I've played a few of those. First one I played was against some rival clan 
way back in the day when I was still very new to the game (meaning I was 
garbage at this game).” 
 
The observations also reinforced the earlier hypothesis that skill-based challenges 
encouraged discussion that were less informative of the gameplay and narrative of the game.  
Very little of actual gameplay were being retold in the threads observed, with participants 
commonly talking more about the player or players involved in the skill-based challenge, and 
statistical achievements such as how many times they have achieved something or how fast they 
achieved it. 
 
4.3.2 Discussions of Strategic Challenges 
 
 Another major type of challenge that was often discussed in the target forum were 
challenges of strategy - in this section we attempt to analyze these discussions and examine how 
they are typically started.  Strategy-based challenges encouraged discussion that were started by 
two main methods: The first was similar to skill-based challenges above - started with a 
statement describing a strategy that a member felt was worth sharing, then inviting the critique 
and comments of members of the community in the replies.  The second features questions asked 
by newer players of the game, and targeted at more experienced players.  These questions 
commonly sees replies that answers the questions, and also sometimes trigger debates amongst 




 Discussions started by statements commonly featured a player sharing a possible strategy 
usable for all parts of the game, or a specific part only.  For example, a thread on the forums 
started with a member of the forum suggesting that the best player in the team should stay at the 
rear so that he or she can keep an eye on the weaker players in front, the opening post was 
written as follows: 
 
 “The way I felt in every game the best player should be the one staying at 
the back because people are less inclined to save anyone that is left behind. But 
whoever is the best player at the rear should still be able to rank up the score and 
be good at covering every blind spot around him especially with those nasty 
Smokers hanging around. The worst player should be at least second in line so 
the third and fourth could help him if he gets into trouble, the one leading should 
be capable of watching his step and have pretty good foresight and the ability to 
hear especially for Witches and Tanks which will let him warn the others before 
rushing in.” 
 
 The opening post talks about a possible strategy, and the author supports his argument by 
logical reasoning, explaining that weaker players should stay just behind the leading player of 
the team because players behind him can keep an eye on him or her and “help him if he gets into 
trouble”.  He also reasons that the leading player should “be capable of watching his step and 
have pretty good foresight” so as not to lead the team into unnecessary danger.  Members of the 





“I'm going to disagree. Here's why: The first player is always going to be 
the one who is potentiallly in the midst of an oncoming attack (Charger, Hunted, 
Pounced, Jockeyed) because the idea of ambushing the survivors is by staying 
ahead of them. The (Special Infected) will therefore usually be in front of the 
survivors as much as possible, with the exception of the Boomer or Spitter if the 
3rd and/or 4th players are straggling. Most players do not lack the common sense 
of straggling behind for minutes at a time.” 
 
 In clarification, “Charger”, “Hunted”, Pounced”, “Jockeyed”, “Boomer” and “Spitter” are 
types of and attacks of unique undead with special abilities that the player may encounter during 
their session of Left 4 Dead.  With replies to tactical discussions, it is common to see such a 
detailed analysis in response to the opening post - the member supported his disagreement with 
the opening post by explaining that the best player staying at the rear of the team is a futile tactic 
because the undead will typically attempt to “ambush the survivors”, therefore they are likely to 
be staying “in front of the survivors as much as possible”. 
 
 Another way discussions about strategy-based challenges are started is from a question 
about the game - there are some threads that are started by newer players who seek to ask 
questions about the game, targeted at more experienced gamers.  These threads, although 
originally assumed in earlier chapters to be more common, did not appear as often as those 
started by strategy suggestions described above.  An example of such an opening post can be 
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found in the thread started by a newer player asking if there was a method to improve his (or her) 
aim. 
 
“Is there a secret to aiming? I see other people shooting specials and they 
die almost instantly. I shot them 50 times and they almost never die. Either they 
are using aim bots or my aim just sucks. I know on Quake 3 with the (BF Gun) 
you aim at their feet and it works really well. Is there somewhere I should be 
aiming? Or some way I can work on my aim?” 
 
Curiously, this was the only thread started this way in the first five pages of threads on 
the forum.  Replies to this opening post saw contributors giving their own opinions and 
suggestions in response to the question, with some of the replies written in critique of a 
previously suggested strategy in an earlier reply.  In the case of the latter, it appeared similar to 
the replies on threads started with an opening post with a statement or suggestion mentioned 
above. 
 
Revisiting Skill versus Strategy 
 
In contrast to the earlier section about discussions encouraged by skill-based challenges, 
it seems to suggest that strategy-based challenges trigger discussions that describe more of 
gameplay, as well as the game’s emphasis on teamwork and supporting weaker members of the 
team who might be “straggling” behind, which is a core aspect of the design of Left 4 Dead.  
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Also, strategic discussion cover narrative aspects of the game, for instance existents such as the 
unique undead encountered within the game. 
 
Recalling quotes from discussions of skill-based challenges above, participants of skill-
based challenges claimed achievements and focused heavily on being better than others, or 
“proving who is better”.  For example, how the authors of some posts claimed to have “waxed 
(an opponent) up good”, causing him or her to quit the game in anger.  There is less time spent 
actually talking about the game and its narrative, and more spent talking about themselves and 
how well they play it. 
 
This behaviour and difference between skill and strategy based discussion was discussed 
earlier in chapter three, where I mentioned that strategy-based discussions will likely be more 
descriptive of the gameplay and narrative of the game compared to skill-based discussion.  I 
explained that this might be due to the multi-stepped procedures leading to a favorable result in a 
strategy-based challenge, which requires detailed descriptions and comprehensive language to 
retell accurately.  In comparison, skill-based challenges are straightforward challenges features, 
typically, a binary result that offers little fodder for discussion.  As such, they typically 
encourage discussions that are more of a bragging match between participants. 
 
We can see this hypothesis being reinforced in our findings, and in addition to that, we 
also observed that discussions about skill-based challenges referred often to entities outside of 
the world of the game, such as referring to players using real world terms rather than their 
fictional avatar inside the game, and talking about other games.  For example, calling an 
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opponent “a kid” and from “a rival clan” (where “clan” here refers to a group of players playing 
under a team name), or talking about other games such as “COD” (Call of Duty) and “Halo”. 
 
4.3.3 Player Opinions 
 
 Another category where we found related posts is the fourth category of topics outside 
the game that are inspired by it.  When threads are encouraged by either narrative or cutscenes, 
or are written in comment of a feature of the game (rather than discussing how to utilize or 
overcome it), it most commonly begins with two main types of opening posts: (1) Posts that 
begin with the author of the opening post posting a comment on a feature or the narrative of the 
game, and (2) a post that invites contributors to rank and share their favorite features, characters 
or setting in the game. 
 
 It is interesting to note that I have not discussed player opinions of gameplay features 
because it’s something that has not come to mind until the study had been conducted.  I had 
always felt that encountering difficulties in gameplay encouraged retelling because players were 
stuck or wanted to share achievements with others, but it appears that they are just as eager, or 
possibly even more eager, to express their opinions of it even if they were not facing problems in 
the game. 
 
 Posts that begin with the opening post commenting on a particular feature or narrative of 
the game are arguably similar to those started as strategy suggestions mentioned in the previous 
section, with the thread starter talking about his or her personal opinion of a part of the game, 
and the contributors to the thread adding their own opinions supporting or disagreeing with the 
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opening post.  An example of such an opening post can be found in a thread discussing the 
merits of computer-controlled teammates, also known as “bots”, that aid the player in the 
absence of other human players.  A part of that opening post is quoted below: 
 
 “Having played virtually all this game with Bots or on coop, and beaten it 
on the highest level, I have built up a very healthy respect for them. And it`s my 
opinion that they are only as good as the human player.” 
 
 The opening post goes on to list several instances where the author of the opening post 
felt that bots needed to be commended, such as when he mentions that they have “excellent 
eyesight, even in dark”, but due to the lengthiness of the post, I have only included a small 
portion of it that I felt represented the rest of his post sufficiently. 
 
 The opening posts and replies of discussions encouraged by linear portions of gameplay 
and features of the game, often describe the feature or narrative in question in high amounts of 
detail, attempting to reason why they have arrived at a particular opinion about a feature of the 
game, or how they feel towards a character of the game.  In a thread that invites players to name 
the game level which they felt was the hardest in the game, there are several responses that 
exhibit the above-mentioned level of detail: 
 
“The second level of Hard Rain is, in my opinion, pretty hard on higher 
difficulties and realism. You have to deal with all the witches, as well as commons 
hiding from atop the walls and walkways and dropping down onto you without 
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notice. If you're playing with bots, they have a tendency to take odd paths around 
the machinery and accidentally run into witches and other zombies.” 
 
“The Sugar Mill is a tactical nightmare, you really have to think and act 
fast, so many dark corners where infected can hide and surprise you. You can’t 
throw a pipe (bomb) more than twenty feet in front of you, as you don’t know 
where the witch is and might alarm one, or even two!” 
 
These examples might seem like they are discussing gameplay, but they are not actually 
asking for solutions a problem, nor providing suggestions for one - the gameplay quoted by the 
contributors in these types of posts are merely examples described to support their opinions.  We 
can observe the contributors talking about specific existents in the game, such as “witches” and 
“zombies”, as well as their behaviours, like when the contributor mentions that they might be 
“dropping down onto (the player) without notice”.  We also see metaphors for player actions, 
such as “throw a pipe”, and descriptions of settings, like a “sugar mill” and “atop the walls and 
walkways”. 
 
4.4 Research Question 2: Discussions and Representations 
 
 This section deals with the second research question of which categories of representation 
(existents, player actions and/or plot) are used in different forms of discussions found in the 
forum.  We desire to investigate this so as to better understand the use of different types of 
representations discussed in chapter one, in real world retellings.  To achieve this, we take a look 
at all four categories of topics that are mentioned earlier, and attempt to analyze the usage of 
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each type of representation within each category: (1) Gameplay, (2) Narrative, (3) Player 
Behaviour and (4) Topics outside the game, but inspired by it. 
 
4.4.1 Discussions Related to Gameplay 
 
When gameplay is being discussed in the forum, such as during strategy/skill discussions 
or stating opinions about particular features in the game, there seems to be a heavy focus on (1) 
player actions and metaphors used in the discussions observed, followed by (2) names of 
characters and places.  From the observations, there seems to be little to no mention of plot or 
story that can be perceived being described. 
 
Although this could likely be due to the game of Left 4 Dead being action-oriented and 
having a simple premise, another reason could be that when talking about gameplay, players 
attempt to retell sequence of gameplay events more accurately, so as to best describe what 
happened when they pressed a series of buttons in a particular fashion, or when they encounter 
events in a particular order.  An example below shows an excerpt from a thread talking about the 
hardest level in the game, we can see the representations used by the contributor below: 
 
“Single player is what makes the Passing so difficult. In Dead Center, 
even when you get the cans that are furthest away, you can just throw them down 
and carry on going. In the Passing meanwhile, you have to bring each one by 
hand back to the central area, one by one. It means you get loads of hordes and 




The author of the post made a lot of references to the metaphors for actions he is doing in 
the fictional world of the game, such as grabbing “cans that are furthest away”, “throw(ing) them 
down”, and “bring(ing) each one by hand” to a particular area in the level.  The contributor also 
specified characters and landmarks to more accurately describe the context of the actions, such 
as the “central area” and “limping to Jimmy Gibbs (the name of a car in the game)”. 
 
In addition, wearing away of the metaphor sometimes happens when a player attempts to 
describe strategy, and doesn’t want the representation to get in the way of the most accurate 
description.  For an example of this, we take a look at another reply to the same thread 
mentioned above about the hardest level in the game:  
 
“I've done those solo-expert realism runs myself to see what they're like 
and usually consist of the player speedrunning the map leaving the bots to take the 
heat and relying on luck because a bad tank spawn will always end with a restart.” 
 
We see the author describing the game using the rules rather than the metaphors and 
existents supplied by the game, talking about meta-game functions such as a “restart”, a “bad 
tank spawn”, and referring to computer-controlled teammates as “bots” (short for “robots”).  We 
see the contributor using a metaphor not supplied by the game when he describes a method to 
win a level of the game by “speedrunning”, which refers to a technique of playing that aims to 
avoid the undead rather than fight them, and exploiting the artificial intelligence by sacrificing 
slow-moving computer-controlled teammates to distract the undead chasing after him.  Other 
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player-invented words such as “corner-camping” and “rocket booming” are also seen in other 
threads, being used to describe known techniques that have not been given names by the game. 
 
4.4.2 Related to narrative 
 
 When discussions are conducted regarding the narrative of the game, contributors tend to 
use a lot of representation provided by the game from two sources: (1) Names of actors and 
settings and (2) the plot and sequence of events.  From my analysis, a large portion of 
discussions related to narrative in the forums, focus on the characters of Left 4 Dead - although 
controlled by the players, the characters talk amongst themselves during the course of the game, 
with the dialogue content being influenced by recent events that have happened, such as the 
death of a teammate or a boss fight that they won, giving them a distinct personality independent 
of their player-controlled actions. 
 
 When discussing the characters, players typically use dialog content spoken by the 
character in question as supporting material to their arguments.  The context within which these 
dialogues are heard are also often described to exhibit the characters’ personality when they 
respond to certain situations in the game.  For an example of such a discussion, I quote below an 
excerpt from a discussion talking about one of the characters of the game, Rochelle: 
 
“I find Rochelle bland. Her personality is annoying, any of her dialogue 
that I've ever heard(and I do pay a lot of attention) she's just your typical survivor 
with nothing new to add. She jokes about people's death, and that's untasteful. 




 The author of the post describes Rochelle’s character as “bland” and “annoying” from the 
dialogue heard in the game.  He also recalls a point in the turn of events when a teammate died 
and he hears Rochelle joking about it, which he finds “untasteful” and further reinforces his 
opinion.  We can observe the author using existents (Rochelle) and plot (point in the game when 
a teammate dies) to explain his point, the usage of these representations can also be seen in other 
posts as well by other contributors discussing the game’s narrative. 
 
Relating to Real Life 
 
 An interesting observation made in this study was the contributors’ eagerness to relate to 
reality when players are discussing the narrative of the game.  In the quote above, the author 
explained that Rochelle would be “the kind of person who if (he) knew in real life, (he) would 
avoid”.  Another reply from the same thread makes this behaviour even more apparent: 
 
“I don't think it's particularly odd for Rochelle to have two darkly comedic 
lines when Nick or Coach die, she clearly the mother figure of the group and 
would probably feel like she would have to restrain her herself and try to keep the 
group together. Even then, people have strange ways of dealing with grief.” 
 
 We can observe that the above contributor extrapolates from the dialog of the fictional 
character in the game and tries to imagine how Rochelle would be like in a real-life situation - he 
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imagines her as a “mother figure” of the team of survivors and explains that she makes light of 
death because she is attempting to remain optimistic, so as to “keep the group together”.   
 
In chapter two of this thesis, I explained that most of the plot gathered by players from 
playing the game is likely inferred and not explicitly depicted by the developers of the game.  I 
hypothesized that players create their own fiction to fill in the “gaps” between pieces of narrative 
information in games using their own experiences from outside of the game, and that this might 
influence their retelling.  We can effectively observe this happening in the quotes above. 
 
4.4.3 Related to player behavior 
 
 There are many posts in the forums that discuss player behaviours in online games, with 
contributors describing and commenting on them for various reasons such as for humor or 
peculiarities.  When such threads are being created, contributors commonly use a large amount 
of (1) character and location names and (2) player actions. 
 
 Although it might seem that when talking about how players behave, we would be using 
more terms describing real life rather than fiction, but the results of the observation show a 
different phenomenon.  As much as players acknowledge that there is a human player controlling 
the actions of the fictional avatar in such discussions, the discussions typically revolve around 





 For example, in a thead inviting players to discuss the funniest thing that happened to 
them during a previous session of Left 4 Dead, a contributor talked about how he managed to 
repeatedly attack another player while the player remained in a state of panic, pressing buttons 
furiously trying to fend off the attacks.  The author described this as hilarious, and gave an 
account of of the situation, an excerpt from that post is shown below: 
 
“I was playing on The Parish 3, and a guy was alone in a room, while I 
was a Boomer.  I vomited on him, so he crouched, and the infected ran into the 
room and attacked him, so he shoved and shot with all his might. And then I 
walked towards him, scratched him, walked backwards, scratched him, walked 
backwards, and so on. He didn’t even see me!” 
 
 Although the author was talking about his opponent’s state of confused panic, he didn’t 
use any real world terms to describe the opponent - rather, he talked about the fictional situation 
happening in the game, where the panicked opponent “shoved and shot with all his might”, 
trying to fend off the undead, while the author “walked towards him, scratched him, walked 
backwards, scratched him, walked backwards, and so on”.  We can see he used a lot of existents 
in his post - talking about the “Parish” and playing as the “Boomer” character, and also a lot of 
metaphors describing his fictional actions, such as when he “scratched” and “vomited on” the 
opponent and when the opponent “shoved” and “shot” in retaliation. 
 
 As such, retellings talking about player behaviours are typically descriptive of the world 
of the game, especially what players can do within the bounds of the game.  Descriptions used in 
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this types of discussions are arguably some of the most descriptive of gameplay retellings, this 
might be because, unlike discussions of gameplay which are commonly discussing one specific 
part of the game, contributors of threads discussing player behaviour talk about a variety of 
situations within the same thread and need to constantly supplement their descriptions by 
describing where the action happened, who was doing it, why it is relevant to the discussion and 
why it is interesting to note.  We can see another example of a reply to the thread discussing the 
funniest experience in Left 4 Dead below: 
 
“We walk out of the safe and looked around, the second we step out into 
the open we hear the tank music so we ran back in front of the safe room. no one 
knew about the freezer at the time so we were wondering what to do, the tank 
comes running at us, it starts chasing me and i accidentally back into the freezer 
and i'm thinking "i'm dead, i just walked into a small room with the tank." 
 
 The author describes the entire sequence of events in vivid detail and chronological order, 
from when he “walk(ed) out of the safe(room)”, when they encountered the boss (tank), running 
“back in front of the safe room”, and “accidentally back(ing) into the freezer”.  All the while, he 
was specific about existents and actions used such as naming the “tank”, and areas such as the 
“safe room” and the “freezer”. 
 
4.4.4 Topics inspired by the game 
 
 There are some discussions that discuss topics outside of the game, but use a variety of 
narrative elements from the game to create interesting perspectives on those subjects.  Typically, 
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these discussions revolve around “what if” scenarios, inviting contributors to imagine the real 
world if a zombie apocalypse really did occur, and how they would fare in it.  From observation, 
contributors to such threads mainly used (1) existents such as character names and locations and 
(2) player actions and metaphors, to describe the imaginary scenarios. 
 
This is an interesting section to note because it shows how players fill in “gaps” in the 
narrative, like I discussed in chapter three, extrapolating from the representations given by the 
game, and imagining a fictional world far more detailed and complete than can be presented by 
the developers.  Take for example a thread that invites contributors to imagine how long they 
will last if they encounter an attack in real life by any of the zombies in the game, one of the 
replies is quoted below: 
 
“Common infected attacks(seeing as they are similar to normal human 
punches) to the face, you may take about ten consecutively before getting knocked 
out. Not sure about dying.  A tank punch would definitely kill you and being hit by 
a chunk of cement would practically erase you from existance. If the initial punch 
didn't kill you, then the impact on a wall or floor would finish you off.  Judging by 
how easily the Hunter tears you up, I would give five seconds before you die.  The 
Charger, I think, would kill most people in about ten slams.” 
 
 The contributor projected the real world brutality of each of the different undead featured 
in the game using the metaphor for their actions in the game, such as estimating that getting hit 
by the “tank” would be similar to “being hit by a chunk of cement”, and is likely to kill you 
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instantly in real life.  The author might have come to that conclusion from the representation of 
the tank, which is a hulking mass of muscle standing at twice the height of a normal human in 
the fictional world of the game, which suggests superhuman strength and power in his attacks. 
 
 This does not only apply to characters and actors in the game, another thread invites 
players to imagine which level of the game would they find the hardest to survive if they found 
themselves in it in real life.  One of the replies is quoted below: 
 
“The hardest to survive would probably be swamp fever. I would get so 
screwed mainly because the atmosphere of a swamp is not my style. It's too humid 
and I can't really run since I can barely breathe in humidity like that. Not to 
mention the fact that alligators and snakes are dangerous, and bugs would be a 
distraction if they kept biting or stinging you.” 
 
 It is important to note that there are no “alligators”, “snakes” or “bugs” in the fictional 
world of the game, but the representation used to depict the level is that of a tropical swamp.  
The images of muddy tracks, overhanging canopy, tall grass and bodies of murky water shown in 
the game, together with the player’s prior knowledge of tropical swamps, combines to create a 
more detailed fictional world in the minds of the player, complete with elements that seem fitting 
in the setting of a tropical swamp, but not featured in the game.   
 
Also, in this example, you might observe that there is actually very little existents from 
the game quoted - this is a less common example, most of the elements used here to describe the 
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swamp are completely out of the contributor’s own imagination, and was chosen as an extreme 
example to show how players construct a coherent reality from that suggested by the game’s 
inherent representations. 
 
4.5 Chapter Conclusion 
 
 In summary, this study allowed us to observe possible answers to the two research 
questions being posed.  In response to the first research question, when challenges and decisions 
in gameplay encourage players to retell their experience of the game in online forums, the 
threads are commonly started in several ways, we recall some of the findings in the paragraphs 
below. 
 
When a skill-based challenge triggers a discussion, discussions are most commonly 
started as a statement describing one or more achievements of the author in the challenge(s).  A 
strategy-based challenge has a similar set of opening posts where a possible strategy to a 
particular challenge in the game is posted by a player, critiques and suggestions are then invited 
to be posted in response to it.  Strategy-based challenges are also started by the less common 
method of a question being asked by a newer player to veterans. 
 
 When discussions are started by player opinions of narrative and gameplay features, they 
are commonly started by a statement containing the author’s personal opinion of a particular 
narrative element of the game, such as a character or a location, or a particular feature of the 




 In response to the second research question, we discovered that different types of subject 
and topics in the discussion, influenced the dominant types of narrative elements, or 
representations, that are used in the discussion thereafter.  A summary of the findings are 
described below. 
 
 When related to narrative, contributors used mostly names of actors and settings, and 
references to the plot and sequence of events.  When topics about the gameplay are discussed, 
replies used player actions and metaphors supplied by the game, followed by the names of 
characters and locations.  When discussions about player behaviour are carried out, contributors 
used primarily character and location names, and player actions (metaphors).  Finally, when 
members talked about topics outside of the game, but inspired by it, they commonly used 
existents such as character names and locations, and player actions and metaphors, to describe 
imaginary “what if” scenarios. 
 
Additionally, the results uncovered several interesting points that are helpful to our 
understanding of the relationship between game design and retelling described in the earlier 
chapters.  In recollection, these observations are summarized and described below. 
 
We can see some examples of the differences highlighted in earlier chapters regarding 
discussions triggered from skill-based challenges and strategy-based challenges.  We can observe 
that strategy-based challenges trigger discussions that describe more of the gameplay, and also 
covers narrative aspects of the game in detail.  Skill-based discussion, on the other hand, focuses 
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more on the real world player rather than the game, and commonly feels more like a bragging 
thread, rather than any real constructive discussion. 
 
We noticed that members of the forum posted a number of topics containing their 
opinions on the gameplay and features of the game.  Originally, it was assumed that gameplay 
only triggered discussion when players were stuck and had to seek help, but the data from the 
study revealed that players are just as likely to expresses their opinions on gameplay and features 
of the game, such as the weapons available and the scoring system, without being stuck or 
encountering problems in their sessions. 
 
We also saw some examples of players filling in gaps in the narrative of the game, as 
discussed in chapter three of this thesis.  Players are able to extrapolate from the given existents, 
player actions and plot, and create a more complete and detailed world in their imaginations 





In summary of this thesis, we proposed in the beginning that player interpretation of 
games played previously can be analyzed in two ways, that of representational game fiction and 
that of gameplay design.  Game fiction is designed to give identifiable names to entities that are 
encountered during the session, which may assist in a player describing his or her experiences, 
and gameplay design shapes the challenges that could possibly fuel the player’s eagerness to 
retell a previous session. 
 
I further analyze of narrative and representation by subdividing the topic into three main 
portions: that of (1) Actors and settings, (2) Player action and (3) Plot.  Actors and settings make 
up the context in which much of the game takes place - the surroundings, the objects and the 
characters.  I hypothesized that the main role of actors and settings can be attributed to providing 
the player with the vocabulary required when attempting to retell his or her experiences, and also 
creating a reality within which the rest of the game fiction can function. 
 
Player actions are metaphors the game uses to describe what the player is doing within 
the game world when he or she presses buttons on the keyboard or move the mouse.  These 
metaphors thrive within the reality created by the actors and settings, and are commonly 
reasonable only within that context.  Player action also functions as a mask that hides the 
complex workings of the computer code from the player in computer games, simplifying the 
complicated artificial intelligence or physics calculations happening within the game engine into 




I also proposed that game plot and storyline may help to structure the player’s experience 
with the game, assisting in both the recollection of the player and the comprehension of the 
listener during a re-telling.  These plots may also be the fuel for re-telling when they are 
intriguing enough to warrant commentary and speculation from the player, much like a reader of 
a book comments on the novel or the audience of a movie commenting on the film. 
 
I hypothesized that gameplay challenges in a game could possibly create situations in 
which the player feels proud of overcoming an obstacle or becomes frustratingly hindered by 
one.  In either case, the player might be tempted to talk about his or her game experience with 
others, in some cases using the internet as a platform.  Hence, my hypothesis of the relationship 
between gameplay and retelling is that the less linear a game is, the more descriptive and detailed 
the re-telling.  While there are several ways a game’s linearity can be measured, for the purposes 
of this thesis, I chose to look at linearity in games by examining whether challenges provided are 
strategical or skill-based in nature, and also at whether character progression is player 
determined or fixed. 
 
When the mode of challenge leans towards strategic deliberation, evidence from the 
study of the Left 4 Dead forums suggests that the retelling of the game will likely become a 
multi-step elaboration of how a certain victory was obtained, supported by logical reasoning and 
requiring a substantial mastery of language to convey.  Since there are often many different 
routes that can be taken towards victory, critique and suggestions written in the same level of 
detail, are likely to be posted as replies or comments.  In contrast, skill-based challenges have a 
binary outcome that consists of only success and failure.  Skill-based challenges test the physical 
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abilities of the player, such as reflexes and hand-eye coordination, and are therefore arguably 
more difficult to discuss and argue, because the solution to those challenges is likely to be more 
practice. 
 
When examining linearity in gameplay, another area of interest would be that of character 
progression systems.  In many games, player characters can progress through the game to 
become more powerful versions of themselves towards the end of the game.  This process of 
augmenting the player character is known as character progression and generally takes two 
forms: that of player determined upgrades, and that of fixed upgrades determined by the 
developer over the course of the game.  The former allows the player to customize the growth of 
the character to achieve unique results at the end of the game, which I believe allows for 
discussions akin to those instigated by strategic challenges mentioned above.  Further elaborating 
my hypothesis, players will be likely to logically reason the pros and cons of each decision to be 
made during the progression of their character and make sound arguments for and against 
proposed character “builds” that are posted in online communities. 
 
Conversely, when character progression in games is predetermined by the developers, 
there seems to be little need for players to discuss the process of upgrading their characters 
because the outcome will ultimately be similar.  However, observations of discussions regarding 
this type of character progression, such the Final Fantasy series, indicate that discussions still 
occur when players debate efficient methods to quickly climb the predetermined character 
progression ladder, or when they attempt to determine which point in the character progress to 
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attempt a particular gameplay challenge - both of which do not deal with the actual process of 
character progression, but are strategic challenges attempting its acceleration. 
 
 In our ethnographic study of the forums of left4deadforums.com, we uncovered a few 
interesting findings.  Firstly, we reinforced the idea mentioned in chapter 3, that players, when 
engaged in discussions triggered from a strategy-based challenge, tend to be more descriptive of 
their experience and retell it in greater detail and also possibly clearer language.  This could be 
due to the complexity of describing the multi-step procedures required to overcome a strategic 
challenge, which demands a better command of language and an attention to detail. 
 
 We also observed that players fill in gaps in the narrative like I theorized in chapter 2, 
using bits and pieces of knowledge from outside of the game to flesh out the fictional world 
inside the game and create a more complete and detailed version of it in their minds.  When 
invited to discuss the narrative of the game in some threads, these players reveal this world when 
they describe much more information that is supplied by the game. 
 
 Additionally, we observed that participants posted a number of topics containing their 
opinions on the gameplay and features of the game.  I originally thought that discussions were 
only triggered when players were stuck and needed help, or when giving help to others - but the 
data from the study revealed that players are just as likely to expresses their opinions on 
gameplay and features of the game, such as the weapons available and the scoring system, 




Although this may seem like a total contradiction of my original hypothesis that in-game 
challenges spur retellings, difficulty is still mentioned in these posts. Although participants are 
not requesting help overcoming the difficulty, they still are acknowledging the game challenge 
after they have figured out how to overcome it.  In this sense their posts become self-
acknowledgements of triumph over challenge and the alleged "ease" expressed in their posts 
should be taken with a grain of salt, for again, like many of the posts I addressed in the earlier 
section, the posts are kind of bragging.  Thus, the challenge does spur retelling not only in 
players who need help but also those that have proudly overcome the challenge and the last 
chapter's study helped clarify this aspect of game retelling. 
 
In conclusion, I believe further analysis needs to be conducted in the wake of this 
exploratory piece, so that the relationship map can become clearer and more concrete, to a point 
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